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Arrival of Recruits Sparks Leadership 

When a cadet at Royal Roads is given 
his first appointment as a cadet officer, it 
is often seen as an extra burden that will 
hinder his academic program. On the 
contrary, it is the best possible learning 
experience. Cadet officers return to 
Roads late in August to ready !hemselves 
for the arrival of the recruit class from 
basic training. For many, this is the first 
real chance to be responsible for others; 
the first leadership role. Since leadership 
is what officership is all about, great care 
is taken to insure that cadet officers have 
the guidance they need to develop their 
own individual leadership styles to the 
fullest. Our whole system is based on ex
ample. Leaders must be the best possible 
examples they can be so that their troops 
will know with certainity how they must 
also act. The cadet officer, and the com
missioned officer, is expected to set the 

example in areas ranging from dress and 
deportment to sportmanship and 
gentlemanly conduct. 

The opportunity to exercise and 
develop leadership continues throughout 
military college as cadets command sec
tions, flights and squadrons. We still use 
the word command and not lightly as it 
signifies total responsibility for the training 
and conduct of our subordinates. It starts 
here at Royal Roads where each and 
every cadet officer, past and present, can 
remember the tense anticipation they felt 
as the new recruits filed off the bus. "My 
name is Mr. - . I am your Section Com
mander. If any of you men have pro
blems or questions, see me directly. Now 
we have a few things to attend to . .. " A 
leader is born. 

by W . K. Bokovay 
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TOP: Ocdt. P. Brinkhurst practices his leadership style 
on a Friday morning SOC & MT Parade. BOTTOM, 
LEFT TO RIGHT: Ocdt. K. Bokovay seems to be at a 
loss for words over the disappearance of the cadet 
wing. Cadet officers leading Champlain Flight on a 
Commandant's Parade. 



Leadership and the Parade Square 
Royal Roads seeks to train us as future 

leaders in the Canadian Forces. It is not a coin
cidence that we spend a lot of our military 
training time on the parade square. Drill 
enhances leadership in two very important 
ways: it helps develop leadership qualities in 
the individual, and provides a base of ex
perience from which to build on these 
qualities. 

The Canadian Forces defines leadership as 
the art of influencing human behavior. There is 
ample opportunity to display the qualities of a 
leader: to raise simple drill above the 
monotonous requires one to be personally 
motivated and to impart this enthusiasm to 
others through a balance of setting the exam
ple, demanding discipline and hard work and 
injecting humour. 

Quite apart from requiring good leadership 

to make drill effective, the parade square 
serves as one's testing ground in elementary 
leadership. The simple ability to give com
mands, for instance, shows one's knowledge 
and proficiency, inspiring confidence of self 
and others. 

We take pride in what we do here, and drill 
is no exception: there are few who would 
deny that emotion as we march off each year 
after the Graduation Parade. Instinctive reac
tion can be taught easily; the winning spirit we 
have here only results from the leadership, 
however small in scope, which gives a focus 
to obedience. The opportunity given to 
cadets here to learn leadership in its very basic 
form is certainly one which despite our com
plaints during the year, we do appreciate. 

by E. P. Gallagher 
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As recruit term was drawing to a close and 
the once strong spirits of the juniors were 
beginning to sink under the crack of the 
senior's whip an unforgettable event took 
place. The annual Recruit Tabloid was about 
to begin and at first it promised to be little 
more than a cleverly planned biff of the 
recruit's time. Much to the surprise of the 
masses an intense competitive fervour er
rupted locking all the combatants in a struggle 
for first place. The events consisted of a shut
tle run, shot-put, football kicking and throw
ing, a stretcher race, 1()()-yard dash and a long 
jump. 

Recruit Sports Tabloid 

First place changed hands frequently as the 
events were completed. Each team soon 
realized that it was the team spirit and overall 
organization which gained the most points 
and not necessarily the skills of each individual 
member. This lesson in camaraderie was one 
which would be well heeded in the months to 
come. Three squadron emerged victorious, 
although only by a small margin. The team 
spirit did not end here, the recruits displayed a 
concerted effort by throwing all their barmen 
into the pond. 

by M. L. Bimm 



Recruit Cross Country 
On Friday, September 18, over 100 tired, yet en

thusiastic recruits gathered for the start of the annual 
Recruit Cross Country Race. The start of the race went off 
well, with the conglomeration of runners slowly forming 
into small groups and files as the front runners spread out 
the pack. 

Afterwards, when the points were tabulated, 1 
Squadron came out as winners followed by 2 and 3 
Squadron respectively. The overall individual winner, 
Ocdt. P. Sullivan, finished strongly in 21:01, a mere 19 
seconds shy of the cadet wing course record. 

TOP, LEFT TO RICHT: The winners of the Tabloid pose tor a victory 
picture. Ocdt. P. Sullivan crosses the finish line during the Recruit 
Cross Country with a time of 21 :01. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RICHT: 
Around the tree during the stretcher race . Fine form is displayed by 
this cadet in the long jump. 





Recruit Obstacle Race 
The Recruit Obstacle Race marked the 

completion of Recruit Term. Upon completion 
of this event, the Recruits become full fledged 
members of the College. 

The event was spectated by a large crowd 
of people who wandered along the road near 
the course, listening to the moans and groans 
of the runners. Many onlookers were happy 
that it was the 'recruits' and not them having 
to run the race. 

The recruits arrived at Royal Roads directly 
from Chilliwack at the end of August un
suspecting of what might be in store during 
the first month at Royal Roads. To their shock 
and dismay they suffered the antagonism of 
the seniors and the rigor of Military College 
life. The month of September, known as 
'Recruit Term' culminated with the running of 
the Obstacle Race. 

The pressures and anxieties throughout the 
first month at Royal Roads were released 
while completing the Race. The 'recruits' slav
ed through pits mixed with mud, slugs, and 
whatever else the seniors felt was necessary 
to put in. 

Throughout the previous month the Se
cond Year Term had toiled diligently preparing 
the many obstacles to be faced by the par
ticipants. Many obstacles created proved to 
be detrimental to one's health and had to be 
cancelled, but basically the overall course re
mained the same. 

Although 1 Suadron had the first recruit, W . 
Kenneally; the fastest section was 4 and 2 
Squadron was the eventual winner. 

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: K. Greenwood helps fellow 
Fraser Flight member to cross the finish line of the 
Obstacle Course . A 'recruit ' unbuttons his life jacket 
after having swum the lower pond. BO TTOM, LEFT 
TO RIGHT: P. Schultz, R. Maclean, R. Reeves, S. 
M cVicar, and K. Nibbelink celebrate after the comple
tion of the Obstacle Race . W eary men and women 
help each other up the ropes and conquer another 
obstacle. 
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TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Those who received 
awards during Honours Day. The academic 
procession walking up Neptune Stairs is led by 
Dr. Montgomery. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: 
P. Brinkhurst receives awards from Rear Ad
miral Yanow. Colonel Logan looks on as Rear 
Admiral Yanow signs the guest book in the 
castle. 



· Honours Day 

The role of the Canadian Military College is 
to produce educated career officers . Honours 
Day recognizes this aspect of college life in a 
formal sense each year. 

On the 21st of September, the Cadet Wing 
gathered on the Quarterdeck for the annual 
ceremony, where those who received awards 
or achieved first and second class honours in 
the 1981-82 academic year , were 
acknowledged. Rear Admiral RD Yanow, 
Chief of Personnel Development, was the 
guest of honour. 

Honours Day is of great significance to the 
Cadet Wing. It is one of the few times in the 
busy college year that the long hard hours of 
study which each student must undertake are 

1 acknowledged. We praise those among us 

who have achieved distinction, and those of 
us with more modest academic achievements 
are motivated by the excellence of our few 
peers recognized on this day. For the first 
years in the midst of their harsh introduction 
to the College, it is their first glimpse of the 
cften forgotten 'other half' of life at Royal 
Roads. Finally, we are exposed to our pro
fessors many with military experience, and we 
can reflect on the meaning and potential of a 
university education. 

Honours Day, then, is a fitting way to 
recognize past achievements and encourage 
hard work and determination in the coming 
year. 

by E. P. Gallagher 
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During the past thirty-seven weeks 
each one of you has met and overcome a 
number of challenges. At times you may 
have achieved beyond your expecta
tions; at other times, you may have felt 
you could have done better. But you 
have been gaining from your experiences 
- finding your limits, learning about 
other people, developing and maturing. 
Each one of you has changed in impor
tant and significant ways. 

In the years ahead you will meet other 
challenges - moral, intellectual and 
physical. You will find that you are well 
prepared to meet them. Be confident in 
your ability. Continue to learn but be 
proud of what you have already ac
complished. You are a very special group 
of young men and women and all of us 
at Royal Roads are pleased to have been 
associated with you. 

To the graduation class, congratula
tions and best wishes. Do your duty and 
be true to the College motto. To those 
leaving for RMC and CMR, work hard 
and contribute to your new college as 
you have contributed here. To all of you, 
good luck. We have great hopes for you 
and wish you all the very best. 

Colonel G. L. _~""'_ .. 

Commandant's Mes 



Maj . K. Casson 
SOCandMT 

Capt. R. Hardman 
2Sqn Comd 

Maj . L. Wagar 
CADO 

Capt. M. Hache 
3Sqn Comd 

Maj . J. Maki 
ULO 

Maj . K. Merkley 
4Sqn Comd 

Major Brodsky, Captain Hache, 
Lieutenant (N) Fodor, and Lieutenant
Commander Lang share a joke while 
watching the Wing Wrestling Finals. By 
the looks of things Captain Hache 
might have a difficult time wrestling 
with his leg being in a cast. However 
the cast could always be used as a 
weapon to 'plaster' his opponent to 
the mat. Any opponent faced by Cap
tain Hache would have to be careful 
not to 'pull his leg' during the match. 
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Captain Keener is shown opening the initial 
Intramural Volleyball Game between Fraser 
and Hudson Flight. The participants seem to 
be watching intently so as to pick up any tips 
on serving and the finer points of the game. 
Incidentally, Lasalle Flight were the overall 
champions of the Fall Intramural Volleyball. 

Military Staff 

Capt. W . Kenner 
OAth 

Capt. O. Browne 
ULO 

Capt. K. Benoit 
PERO 

Capt . E. Taylor 
Prot. Chaplain 

Capt. R. Marchand 
RCChaplain 

Capt. B. Parker 
DO 



Col (Ret' d) A. Wallis 
Registrar 

Duffus, Graham and Rodney apparently cannot make 
their minds whether to go fishing, drinking or 

Ightseelng 

Capt. J. Delong 
Asst. Registrar 

Capt. M . Pacey 
SLO 

Administration 

Mr. C. Whitlock 
Librarian 

Miss S. Day 
Asst. Librarian 

r 
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Dr. W. Rodney 
Dean of Arts 

-

Maj. G. Brodsky 
English 

Arts 
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Mr. W. Mann 
Commerce 

Dr. C. Morgan 
English 

Dr. A. Martel 
History 

Mr. G. Dyer 
History 

Dr . J. Boutilier 
History 

LCdr. Lang 
MLM 

Dr. M . Madoff 
English 

o 
He. 



Dr. C. Tchalekian 
Head of Department 

Dr. C. Ramkeesoon 

Mme. VanCampen 

J. Landry 

Mile A. Tetrault 

M . A. Robichaud Mme. A Hadley 

French 

Mme. Bordeleau - Zenko 
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Dr. H. Montgomery 
Head of Dept. 

Chemistry 

Capt. H. Harmer 

Mrs. L. Brown 
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Dr. M . Barr Dr. M. Robinson 

Second year cadet Organ displays two new first years at the RRMC Talent Show. 



Dr. D. Krauel 
D. Hirter receives an award from Dr. Duffus at the annual 
Sports Dinner. 

--------------------------~---

Physics 

I 

W 
Dr. M. Press Dr. P. Schurer Dr. M . Ho 

Dr. J. Pratt Dr. W . English 
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Dr. W . Wolfe 

Dr. G. Lancaster 
Hd of Mathematics 

Capt. J. Coulombe 

Mathematics & Engineering 

Dr. E. Chappell 
Hd of Engineering 

Dr. J. Madill 

Dr. P. Smart 

Dr. B. Kerrighan 

Dr. J. Collins Mr. S. Lloyd 
Comp Science 



Drill Staff 

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT. Warrant Officer Bentley explaining 
the GPMG during Military Training Week . The 1981-82 
Drill Staff: Left to Right · Sergeant Mason checks his time 
as he completes the Nelles Race . Sergeant Mason, 
Sergeant-Major Baumgarten and Warrant Officer 
Bentley. BOTTOM: Sergeant Mason checks his Race. 
Sergeant Mason is an avid runner who has participated in 
a number of races during the year . 
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Without a doubt the PERI staff at Royal 
Roads contribute to the well being of the 
cadets. Physical Fitness is an essential 
characteristic of Officers in the Canadian 
Forces and the PERI staff set a fine example for 
the cadets to strive for. The PERI staff provide 
the Cadet Wing with expertise in many areas 
and are always willing to help and answer any 
questions. Many thanks go out to the PERI 
staff for their instructions and help in many 
areas including Representative Teams, In
tramural Sports, Wing Meets and personal 
fitness. 

Peri Staff 

LEFT TO RIGHT: Mr. R. W oods, Cpl. L. Hughes, Capt. K. Benoit, CP02 R. Bootland, Capt. W . Kenner, Sgt. Robert 
W O Sears, M CPL J. Mcqueen. 



During the year at Royal Roads the 
cadets may not always express their 
gratutide to the Galley Staff for the ex
cellent services they provide. This is cer
tainly not because of a lack of apprecia
tion but quite the contrary. The services 
provided by the Galley Staff are much 
appreciated. The meals provided are en
joyed by all. Amongst the three Military 
Colleges, the Royal Roads' Galley Staff is 
by far the best. Thank you. 

Galley Staff 

ROW: S. Richardson, S. Monroe, B. Stanly, Mrs. S. Gordon, o. Philp, B. Kilgour, E. Burns, L. Anderson, S. Ken
MIDDLE ROW: Sgt . J. Hart, Cpl. K. MacKrae, G. Spencer, I. Pears, M . Embury, M . Ruiz, N. Poucher, K. Mor
S. Gordon, D. Coes, S. Murley, M . Gardener, J. Obleman, M . Gilling, D. Wright, D. Littleproud, Cpl. C. 

Vendt, B. McGee, E. Fisher, V . Gordon, D . Parson, B. Gray, L. Hemelgarn, T. Cushing, S. Fielden, T. Corbett, MWO 
Weber FRONT ROW: A. Eddy, F. Lee, B. Neil, L. Ng, L. Sutton, E. Harrison, R. Titus, I. Barnsley, M . Knight , A. 

oblnson, Cpl. R. Robertson. MISSING: E. Mulhollad, G. Henderson, Sgt. J. Sampson, N. Morgalikas. 
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FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: Capt. Parker, MCpl. Hunter, 'Julie', Cpl. Gabrie WO 

MIR Staff 

Throughout the college year many 
strenuous events take place that cause many 

of us to have sore limbs and other injuries. The 
MIR Staff is much appreciated in the services 

they provide. 
Sore muscles are often the result of many of 
the sporting activities at the college. Relief is 

provided by the MIR Staff which at times may 
save us from further injuries. Thank you. 
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On Friday, October 16, 1982, the Cadet 
Wing gathered on the lower sportsfield to run 

the annual Wing Cross Country. 
The beginning of the race was dreaded by 

those who were not in the best of shape and 
knew that a weary 3.8 miles were ahead. Put
ting aside their doubts all cadets gave their ut-

most and a full effort. 
'Heartbreak Hill' proved to be a severe test 

for all and many runners were passed at this 
part of the course. For those who ran, walked 

or sauntered up the 'hill' it proved to be the 
turning point of the race. 

Hartbreak Hill did not slow P. Sullivan who 
finished first with a respective time. Two 

squadron was the overall winning squadron 
with one and three squadron following. 

-

Wing Cross Count 



Challenge Match 
The CWSO Challenge Match was held on 

Friday the 23rd of October. The Challenge 
Match enables juniors and seniors to compete 
in various predetermined sports. This year's 
sporting events were Soccer and Pushball. 
Both games were enjoyed by spectators and 
participants alike. The outcome saw the 
juniors winning Soccer while the seniors won 
Pushball . 

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: S. Howard shows a sigh of relief 
as he crosses the finish line. M . Cookson watches in
tently during the Challenge Match between the juniors 
and seniors . BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: J. Campbell 
expresses dismay at his placing in the race. Juniors and 
seniors gather for a picture after the Pushball game. 
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Remembrance Day 
On the morning of November 11th, Royal 

Roads was divided into two contingents. One 
group participated in the Remembrance Day 
Services in Colwood while the other par
ticipated in Victoria. 

Other than having a morning free of classes, 
cadets were proud to be able to parade in 
Victoria and Colwood. 

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: The Remembrance Day Parade 
takes place in Colwood. P. Brinkhurst, J. Collin and L. 
White salute as they march past the dias during the 
parade. K. Steele wait intently for the lowering of the 
National Flag. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Colonel G. 
logan places a wreath at the base of the monument 
during Remembrance Day services. Services continue 
as people watch intently in the background. 
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TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: The Lieutenant - Governor 
speaks to J. Price during the inspection. Guard Com

mander, K. Bokovay, awaits for the arrival of the 
dignitaries. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: The Color Par
ty B. Thirnbeck escorts the Lieutenant - Governor on 

inspection of the band. K. Bokovay escorts the 
Lieutenant-Governor on inspection of the guard. 



Opening of the Legislature 



.... , "" ••••••••. 
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On December 18, 1981, the Arena was 
quiet, the ice lay glistening in the light. The 

temperature was a chilly 10 degrees C. 
Suddenly the lobby was filled with the 

sound of bodies busily preparing themselves 
as 64 competitors descended upon the Juan 
de Fuca Curling Centre for the annual Royal 

Roads Curling Bonspiel. 
Sixteen teams were trying to win the 

coveted title of Royal Roads Curling Cham
pions. The teams consisted of cadets and col

lege staff. 
Each team played four games and the com
petition was very close. But thanks to their 
magic broom and 26 ounces of their secret 

curling brew, G. Sinclair, G. Pankiw, T. Holden 
and J. Stacey were victorious. 



rling Bonspiel 

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: G. 
Sinclair and T. Holden display 
some of their secret 'curling 
brew', The winning team ac
cepts a trophy from Colonel G. 
Logan. BOTTOM, LEFT TO 
RIGHT: A view of the ice sur
face. T. Holden has obviously 
had too much secret 'curling 
brew' . K. Steele watches as D . 
Woywitka displays fine curling 
form . 
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The traditional Christmas Dinner was held 
during lunch rather than the usual evening 

meal hour. Unfortunately, the Dinner was en
joyed by everyone to an excessive amount. 

Special thanks must be given to the waitresses 
and kitchen staff for putting up with the abuse 

and mannerisms of the cadets during the 
meal. 

Despite the problems associated with the 
'bad manners', the meal was enjoyed and 

enabled cadets to release tensions that had 
built-up after Christmas Exams. 

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Colonel G. Logan carves the 
Christmas Turkey for M . Armstrong. Colonel G. Logan 

reads a Christmas Message to the assembled body 
during the Carol Service. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: 

M . Cookson, T. Giles and R. Mountford appear to be 
enjoying themselves during the Christmas Dinner. The 

Band and Choir perform during the Carol Service. 



Carol Service 
The Christmas Carol Service held on the 

evening of December 17th was in keeping 
with tradition. The long hours of practice paid 
off for the Cadet Choir as they delivered an 
outstanding performance. A good word must 
also be made for the Christmas Band and 
especially for D. Robinson who did an ex
cellent job on the organ. Next year's class 
definitely will have their work cut out for them 
if they hope to better this year's performance. 

After the Carol Service, cadets and guests 
proceeded to sing carols at various residences 
on the College. 
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Christmas Ball 
This year's Christmas Ball took place on the 

eve of December 19th. The Ball itself was 
somewhat different this year from previous 
years. The Xmas and Graduation Balls 
previously took place on the quarterdeck, 
however this year the Xmas Ball was held in 
the gunroom with a shuttlebus service to and 
from the quarterdeck. This system proved to 
be successful and plans were made to use the 
same system at Graduation. 

The removal of specific meal seatings and 
the introduction of a continuous seating made 
the meal and other activities much more en
joyable. The 81 Christmas Ball was by far the 
best in several years. 

TOP: G. Pankiw and G. Sinclair pose for a picture dur
ing the Xmas Ball. BOTTOM: T. Parkinson greets Dr . 
Duffus at the reception line. 
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In keeping with past seasons, the Royal 
Roads Rep. Hockey Team once again enjoyed 
an extremely successful season. With many 
players returning from last year and a number 
of new additions this year, the team went 
through the regular season of the base league 
undefeated. As a result, Roads was awarded 

Hockey Team 
the base league trophy for finishing first 
round-robin play. However, the team 
on to lose in the final to 3 PPCLI. 

Special thanks go out to Lenny Hughes and 
Mike Lucas who both contributed a great 
amount of time and work to the team. 



Volleyball T earn 
This year the volleyball team competed in 

both the Totem Conference and Lower Van
couver Island Volleyball Leagues. Finishing a 
close 5th in Totem, the team surprised almost 
everybody, missing the playoffs by just one 
point. Teams looking for an easy win against 
Roads soon found themselves getting s-s
ssssmoked. The old M*V (that's momentum 
for the non engineers) turned out to be a big 
fador in the team's play. 

BliCK ROW: J. Collins, J. D. Campbell, J. H. Campbell , S. Picard, G. Miller, WO Sears. FRONT ROW: J. Knapik, J. 
Dempster 
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Soccer Team 
This year the Royal Roads Soccer Team 

entered the Totem Conference for its third 
season. Despite many injuries, Roads had its 
best season so far and only missed the 
playoffs by three points. The team was for
tunate to have a good group of juniors coming 
in to complement the 'veterans' of the club. 
The highlight of the season was the juniors 
(and Timmy) winning the Esquimalt indoor 
soccer league (right coach?). With the nucleus 
returning next year the season looks very pro
mising. Good luck and thanks to all the guys 
(Doug, Jim, 'Suk', Mark, and Ken) going to 
RMC next year. Hopefully we can all get 
together again in Kingston. Finally a special 
thanks to coach for his advice and support but 
above all for opening some eyes. Thanks Jim. 



Basketball T earn 
The 81-82 season for the RRMC Basketball 

Team was quite successful. The team had a 0-
18 record which could be outwardly deceiv
ing, however, as far as the coach and players 
were concerned, the team never failed due to 
lack of effort. Several serious injuries and other 
incidental circumstances took an early toll on 
the team's bench strength and court talent. 

As one looks back over the past season, the 
good times and experiences were what made 
it all worthwhile. With the present talent re
maining at Royal Roads, next season promises 
to be equally or hopefully more successful. 

BACK ROW: R. Christensen, M . O 'Rourke, K. little, D. Milner, P. Munro, J. VanGelder. FRONT ROW: C. Pogue, 
Sgt. Roberts, B. Truelove, M . Legoff. 
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Cross 
Country I 

Team 
BACK ROW: S. Craig, S. Howard, R. Werner, S. Tracey, P. Schmidt, G. Matte, 
Beaudette, Dr. P. Smart. FRONT ROW: S. Weaver, R. Reeves, P. Sullivan, R. Malone, 
Jackson, R. Quinn, W . Jennings. 

Several years of recruiting and coaching by Dr. P. Smart paid off this year as Royal Roads' Cross 
Country team finished one of its most successful seasons in recent years. 

Together the team raced their way to a third place finish in the British Colombia's Cross Country 
Championships. After years of battling their long time rivals the Prairie Inn Harriers and UVI runni 

club, the team successfully defeated both in the Basil Parker "Pig Run." P. Sullivan displayed 
ceptional running skill throughout the year to many first place finishes. 

Curling Team 
The Royal Roads Curling Team completed a 
very successful 1981-82 season. The success 

of the team may be attributed to the fine 
calibre of curlers on the team: Skip G. Sinclair, 

Third - C. Moore, Second J. Holmes and lead 
- D . Robinson. 

The team's major concern this year was 
Thursday night men's league at the Juan de 

Fuca Arena. Their overall record was 18 wins, 
2 losses and 1 tie . The team came first out of 
16 teams and received the league trophy as 

well as individual trophies. This earned Royal 
Roads the right to represent their league in the 

club championship against 3 others leagues. 
The team played well and finished first out of 

64 teams. 
LEFT TO RIGHT: G. Sinclair, C. Moore, S. Holes, D. 
Robinson. 



Whaler Pulling 
Team 
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: PO 
Wilson, E. Gallagher, M . 
Mawson, K. Greenwood, R. 
Atwood, M . Potvin, G. Kramer, 
P. Cyr, J Cade, Lt (N) Fodor, S. 
Mcintyre. 

The Rep Whaler Pulling Team started off in September and was formed for one reason and on
one reason: to demolish our rivals at NOTC in the annual Hibbard Cup competition. 
After Christmas the Team stepped up its practices to two a week and it was a corps of harden
seamen who met the NOTC pullers during a raging tempest (well, almost a tempest) on that 

day. With two of the events being rained out, it was up to the Whaler Pulling Team to defeat 
(an event unprecedented in the history of the competition) and seal the victory for Royal 

aI' \JOUI::> . Things looked grim at the start of the race but after witnessing a professionally executed 
turn by the Roads' crew, the look of smugness on the faces of the Naden crowd quickly 

to be replaced by despair as Roads pulled well into the lead and delivered a sound 
to the intruders from NOTe. 

FROM, LEFT TO RIGHT 5 Gable, R. Atwood, Mr Coss (coach), B. Anderson, D 
Weger 

Fencing 
Team 
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Squash Team 
Few people have what it takes to make the 
Royal Roads Squash team. Most people do 

not feel comfortable in a small enclosed space 
with a high-velocity projectile and no protec

tive equipment. 
The team was challenged from USAFA. The 

Roads Racquets defeated the Americans 4 
matches to 1.ln the first cadet/staff squash 

tournament, 3 of the 4 quarterfinals involved 
team players. The tournament was won by 

Cdr R. Copley. 

Waterpolo 
Team 

BACK ROW: Sgt. Roberts, T. 
Holden, J. Stacey, S. 

Monkhouse, J. Holmes, A. 
Mech, P. Todd, B. Hender

son, E. Eklund. FRONT 
ROW: R. Lloyd, G. Sinclair, 

G. Pankiw, J. Hutchenson, C. 
Seminuik, B. Germain. 

How much did you guys get beaten by tonight? fm sure fM!IV rep. 
been asked this question at least 10 times after every game Every R¥."~!"I!l 

water-polo; most guys don't even know there is a waterpolo 
season has been the best ever in terms of number of games and 
every Thursday and Friday night and even managed to squeeze in a ~ 
in Vancouver. We have our coach/manager/player George PanldWto 
lot George! We didn't win at SFU but we sure did learn a lot: of polo in 

like this are worth a great deal to players who have tallUlU 
It was their efforts along with those of the seasoned veteransJm~~tl 

Todd, George Pankiw, and goalie Brad Henderson which led the team to·jf.~ftIII!1 
annual tournament. A fine performance! In aU a job well ctoriI eo.".OI 



Sailing 
Team 
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT.- B. Thirn
beck, D. Cameron, Dr. Robinson, 
Mr. lloyd, D. Mulholland, G. 
MaClear, G. Fedderly, K. Steele, 
C Berryman, R. Zeidler, T. Crewe, 
S. Monkhouse. 

Sailing Team had another good year of competition in 1981-82 against local univer
and the United States. The team visited Vancouver and Washington State to par

regattas over the course of the year. Royal Roads hosted nine vis'iting teams at the an
.~ptta held in March. 

faced stiff competition this year with new boats at many universities and good sailors 
the success throughout the year was due to the coaching assistance of Dr. Robinson 
thanks. 

M Bimm, J. Mooney, Capt. Benoit. R. Schetterer, 
A Eliason, J. McVicar. FRONT ROW R. Bourassa, 
D Hirter, S. Bessler, J. Corkum 

Wrestling 
Team 

The 1981-82 season proved to be full 
of enthusiasm. The biggest event of our 
season was the qualifying for the B. C. 
Winter Games. Three members qualified 
including many other second and third 
places. S. Borland could not join the 
Island Team but M. Bimm and D. Little 
competed and did very well. Mark is to 
be congratulated for achieving a bronze 
medal. 

A special thanks must go to Capt. 
Benoit and R. Schetterer. 
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Athletics has two types of winners. There 
are the obvious ones who win tournaments, 
leagues and championships. There is also a less 
obvious type, they're the ones who play bet
ter than they're supposed to. 

The twenty so called 'animals' who made 
up the 81-82 Royal Roads Rugby Team are the 
second type of winners. The team started out 
the season in the Vancouver Island Rugby 
Union 2nd Division and suffered two of the 
worst defeats ever recorded by a Roads side. 
The word 'quit' was not to be found in the 
Roads Rugby Manual so the team started the 
season again in the 19 and under division. 

Crumpets and Tea 
Rugby Team 

The team improved and shows promise for 
the future both on and off the field as points 
scored and Zulu Warriours increased substan
tially. Abbottsford, USAFA, the 1st Ex-Cadet 
game, and the Vancouver trip highlighted a 
year long grind of scrums and beer-ups. 

Thanks go to our faithful supporters 
(especially a few dedicated girlfriends), to D. 
Kanz for his work as manager, and of course 
to Dr. Lancaster for his amazing patience and 
time devotion as coach. (Sorry Mrs. Lancaster) 
As well the team's prayers and hopes go out 
to Ian Doll that he will make a speedy 
recovery. 

BACK ROW: D. Kanz, J. Baumar, E. Murray, A. Pierce, T. Brooks, J. Graham, A. Bost~m , H. Ali-Khan, B. Kerr, I. Doll, 
S. Synnuck, S. Mcintyre, R. Corradini, Mr. Lancaster. FRONT ROW: M . Legoff, N. Bell, R. Hafer, D . Moloney, S. 
Moors, D . Constable, B. Millar, D . Hamilton, B. Henderson, A. Knightly. 
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Alpine/Outdoors Club 
If anything, the Alpine/ outdoors has had an 

interesting year. Our great White Hunters 
headed out all over the province. We travell
ed to places like Mount Baker, The Lions, the 

Garibaldi Range, and the Okanagan Valley. 
During Military training week, the Royal 

Roads National Geographic team headed into 
the bitterly cold Okanagan in search of Big 

Horn Sheep. So successful was their camera 
hunting expedition that they managed to ob
tain pictures of not only sheep, but tigers and 
rhinoceros (we' ll leave out the part about the 

game farm!). 
Our rock-climbing courses were all suc

cessful. These courses gave beginners a taste 
of rock-climbing. 

As in the past, the Alpine/ outdoors Club 
will continue to stress " Do your own thing." 
We' ll always be around to help you off into 

the wilderness (getting back is your own 
probleml). 

Wargames 
Club 

Th 
History can be changed, as some of the Wargames Club members found out. The German an- start 
nihilated the Americans, British and Canadians soon after they landed at Normandy. The future bout 

can be revealed, too. In the reaches of outerspace the Klingons unmercifully slaughtered the Kizin-
tis and drove them back to their home planet with the remains of their fleet . All this may sound 
alarming, but of course these struggles were only games, part of one of the tournaments run by 

the Wargames Club. 
The members of the Wargames Club put a great deal of time, effort and imagination into their 

games this year and so made the activities as interesting as they were. 

'82, c 



Flying 
Club 

For the Flying Club, the year went well to say the least. Fall of 1981 and early 1982 saw many 
rides done by those cadets already with their licences. 

In the middle of March, a group of cadets flew down to Whidbey Island NAS for a High Altitude 
.lnr1t>rtronation passenger course. A group of fortunate cadets were able to fly down to Seattle (for 

purposes only). At the end of the year four cadets experienced an excellent cross 
flight down to Reno, Nevada. 

The Royal Roads Parachute Club survived its somewhat rocky Para 
start least year, and is now in full swing with albeit occasional 
bouts of turbulence. The 1981-82 jumping season has seen the CI b 
completion of three first jump courses, which have resulted in U 
numerous memorable experiences for all those involved. 

At this point in time, we are looking forward to the spring of 
'82, and the increasing chances of better weather. 

i 
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Debating 
Club 

-.. -........ . 

The Debating Club got off to a fast start by sending two teams to the Canadian Championships 
at Royal Military College in Kingston. The A team, led by H. Ali-Khan (club president) supported by 
M. Parker performed consistently throughout the tournament winning one and splitting two deci
sions in five debates. The B Team consisted of D . Lough and E. Ronning improved throughout the 
tournament. Things slowed down second semester but planning has been done to get things to a 

Scuba 
Club 

quick and successful start next year. 

Once again the Scuba Club has had another super year. 
This year seven divers from the club visited the Great White 

North, Prince George, B.C. for the expressed purpose of taking an 
ice diving course. 

While some went North, others went South, actually South
east, to the islands of Hawaii. More time was spent in some of the 
local 'dives' than actually underwater but it was a good time for 
concerned. \ 

As in previous years, our staff advisor Lt (N) Fodor, has once Th 
again proved the value of a naval officer ... with contacts. Our [!Slol 
thanks to you sir, and to all those people whose efforts have 
made a great year possible. 



It is amazing how many things can go wrong with so many cars Auto 
the college. Right, Jim H. " Kevin, I need the keys to the 

De6ItcK>llJK>x." 
year also saw the passing of an exciting Car Pub Rally . I Club 
like to thank Rick A. for doing a fine job of getting 

. """ ... ,.-.r.roH lost. Jed B. still does not know what cumulative 

. "",10:.00 means. Congratulations to the rally winners J.C and his 

Rifle 
Club 

With an influx of first year shooters the shooting club enjoyed revitalization at the college. The 
Wing showed increased interest in shootins - between thirty and forty cadets competed for 
crossed pistols and rifles with ten cadets gaining crossed pistols/ rifles (or both). 

The loss of the indoor range at the start of the second semester seriously inhibited the club's ac
tivities. The early part of the second semester was dedicated to service rifle competitions against 
various reserve units. Two teams travelled to Vancouver, both teams returned victorious. 

The year 81-82 saw the arrival of the club's new weapons - 15 match rifles and 15 match 
oistols. These give the club new for competing in the D.CR.A. 
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Scriblerus 
Club 

Casi Club 
The Casi Club got off to a 

slow start this year as the first 
few trips were cancelled. 

Nevertheless, a spring trip to 
CFB Comox did take place 

where, with 442 Sqn Search 
and Rescue, we managed to 

'Buu' Mt. Washington Ski 
Resort in a Buffalo. Relaying 
more on ground travel next 
year we hope to have some 

more successful trips. 

The Scriblerus Club has enjoyed another successful year in 
1981-82. The goal of the Scriblerus Club has been and is to partial
ly subsidize the cost of tickets to the various cultural activities 
around the Victoria area, as well as to encourage attendance at 
such events. 

The club benefitted from a deal with the Bastion Theatre group 
at the beginning of the first semester. The Royal Winnipeg Ballet 
also appeared in November, and this event was attended by 
about ten cadets (including three rugby players). 



The Royal Roads Archery Club started off slow this year. Archery 
Following the procurement of new supplies, instruction was given 
to the members who were new to the sport. The Club had a 
membership of sixteen, consisting mainly of first years and a few Club 
previous returning members. 

Although no tournaments were held outside of Royal Roads, a 
I club competition for the members was held during the second 
~ semester. The 'Broken Arrow' Award was given to G. Parkinson 

for having the lowest score of the tournament and needless to 
say, a few broken arrows. The members enjoyed the friendly 
competition and improved their archery skills. 

Camera Club 
The Camera Club kept a 

low profile this year; its 
members spending most of 
their time in the dark. It was a 
successful year with many 
new photographers being 
taught darkroom pro
cedures. The camera club 
provided all the materials and 
facilities for black and white 
photography and is starting 
color photography. 
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MCF 
The Lord truly blessed us 

this year at RRMC. Firstly, 
many cadets came to know 
Jesus as their personal Savior 
and secondly, He blessed us 
in our many activities. The 
highlight of our year was our 
two-clay retreat to Campbell 
River Bible Camp. We all 
pray that we will have 
another good year. 

Tricorn 
Staff 

The 81-82 year began with a major adjustment to the 
organizational framework of the Tricorn. This year saw the ad
ditIOn of a finance officer to the staff, along with designated first 
year flight representatives. 

The college being the size it is, there always is an initial reluc
tance on behalf of the cadets to provide articles. However, 
once cadets began to write, a lot of good quality material was 
provided throughout the year. From the Tricorn Staff, thank 
you for your assistance. 



· Club 

Well, the Ski Club has had an extremely 
wild and exciting year where, on all ten ski 
outings, the club was plagued with snow con
ditions and weather that left nothing to be 
desired. 

The year started with a trip to Mt. 
Washington before Christmas leave and a first 
time ever warm-up party featuring 'free beer' 
and ski films. (Who else gives you free beer?) 

This type of advertising drew seven begin
ners and over one third of the wing to par
ticipate in escapes to sunny Mt. Baker, 
challenging Whistler Mountain and relaxing 
Mt. Washington where the club stayed in a 
condominium equipped fully with a sauna and 
jacuui. (Reference made to the two steaming 
individuals standing in the snow outside). 

On behalf of the Ski Club I would like to 
thank Dr. Reimer for all the work he has done 
for the club. 
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Karate Club 
The Royal Roads Karate Club experienced an 

unprecedented success in its membership and 
instruction this year. Cpl. L. Hughes, chief instruc
tor, took the club of twenty people and chiseled 

the group down to a body of ten highly 
motivated members. The club practiced twice a 

week for approximately an hour and a half. An 
intensive conditioning and pre-stretching exer-

cise and routine followed by the practicing of 
Karate techniques, and finally actual sparring was 
carried out in every session under the careful eye 
of the instructor. The club is in the process of ac-

quiring padded gloves, boots, and headgear in 
order for the sparring to be carried out on an in
creased realistic level. As far as competitions go, 

the club has not entered any due to the fact that 
many of the members are beginners and will 

soon be leaving. 
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Second Semester 
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Military Training W 



TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Rappelling out of a helicopter, 
the highlight of Military Training Week. J. Prince trying 
to master the art of rappelling. BOTTOM, LEFT TO 
RIGHT: The cleaning of a weapon. Captain Hardman, 
M . Beaudette, and D . Hirter are involved in some 
serious planning. " War is Hell." 
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Wing Tug of War 
The annual Wing Tug of War was held on 

Wednesday, January 20th. Teams selected 
from each flight and a team representing 4 

squadron competed. 
After elimination rounds Lasalle and Fraser 

Flight met in the Final Round. Lasalle proved to 
be superior and the trophy was accepted by 

team captain D. Morley. 

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT. M . Parker explaining some of 
the more intricate rules of Tug of War'. J D. Camp

bell's look of dejection after reject ion . P. Munro 
'slams' down a rebound . BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT. 
The beautiful legs of champions, Lasalle Flight. Those 

courageous and valiant members of the Whaler Pulling 
Team. 



Hibbard Trophy 
On January 23rd Royal Roads hosted 

NOTC to compete for the Hibbard 
Trophy. The competition is an annual 
event and is competed for by teams 
representing Royal Roads and the Naval 
Officer Training Centre in Esquimalt. 

Because of weather conditions only 
Volleyball, Basketball and Whaler Pulling 
could be held. After a fine effort put forth 
by both sides Roads emerged victorious 
in Basketball and Whaler Pulling but went 
down to defeat in Volleyball Congratula
tions goes out to all who competed and 
those who made the event possible. 
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The weekend of Februry 20-22, 
1982 was Ex-Cadet Weekend at Royal 

Roads. The Ex-Cadet Weekend sees 
the return of many former cadets to 

the college to visit, observe and com
pare to their years as a cadet. The 

weekend allows the present cadets of 
Royal Roads to meet and talk with 
those who have preceeded them. 

Ex-Cadet Weekend 



,A Wing Swim Meet 

The Wing Swim Meet was a joy for 
spectators and competitors alike. Spec
tators were able to be close to the action 
and had a good view of the races. Com
petitors who swam gave it their utmost 
and are to be congratulated. 

Overall, one squadron, led by G. 
Pankiw, was victorious, followed by 
three and two squadrons respectively. 

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: The Ex-Cadets march on . 
Who said Arabian Oil could not buy good swim
mers? Is it a plane? Is it a bird? No, it is Super 
Tom. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: J. Collin escorts 
the reviewing officer during the inspection of the 
wing. The address by the reviewing officer. 
Some of the more fanatical supporters of one 
squadron. 
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Nelles Race 
The annual Nelles Race took place on 

February 20th. Weather conditions were fairly 
good except for some extreme winds that 

caused some difficulty for the runners. 
This year's field saw well-named runners 

from University of Victoria including Dave 
Campbell and Debbie Scott. As well, ex-cadet 

Bob Winslow participated in the race. 
The Royal Roads team fared quite well but 

were denied the third place prize. P. Sullivan 
ran an excellent race and finished second to 

UVIC's Dave Campbell . Debbie Scott of UVIC 
finished first for the women. Congratulations 

goes out to all the competitors and those who 
organized the event. 



ing Wrestling 

This year's Wing Wrestling saw fierce com
petition in all weight categories. All cadets able 
to, wrestled in elimination rounds during the 
previous week. Finally on Thursday March 
11th, those cadets who survived the elimina
tion rounds met in the finals. 

One squadron and Cartier Flight emerged 
victorious. Thanks goes out to MR. E. 
Ashmore who came to referee the finals. 

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Cpl. L. Hughes, a member of the 
RRMC Peri Staff, receives an award for his fine efforts 
at the Nelles Race. W inners of the Wing Wrestling 
Finals. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: The Royal Roads 
Cross Country team, coached by Dr. P. Smart, which 
ran in the Nelles Race. M . Dominey displays some of 
his wrestling skills. 
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TOP, LEFT TO RICHT: J. Cade acts the part of 
a 'bee' at the Talent Show. " Float like a but
terfly - sting like a bee" is one of J. Cade's 
favorite expressions. Miss Champlain Flight 

answers a few questions during the first Beau
ty Pageant at RRMC. Miss Jubilee pumps iron 

on stage. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RICHT: M . 
Mawson races to the finish line during Spring 

Festival activities. J. Collin thinks it is banana 
cream but actually it is coconut cream. The 

NCO's Belly Whistlers perform. 



Talent Show 
The Show this year was again 

hosted by the not so dynamic duo of 
Tom and Jim who will be at Kingston 
next year (much to the relief of the au
dience). Much should be said about 
the superb ability of all who worked 
on the Talent Show for it ran smoothly 
(right up to the planned collapse of the 
curtains). 

Talent ranged from the belly
whistling NCO's to the Recruited Dr. 
Reimer (who failed pilot (but his wife 
made it)) to Schneitzel House to Com
mander Copley telling us we'd be 
issued Porsche 924's next year if we 
could find a place to park them. 

The easiest way to describe the 
Talent Show was 'raw talent not quite 
refined.' It was all for fun and fun for 
all. 77 
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Wing 
Track & Field 

A successful Track and Field Meet was held 
with beautiful sunny conditions. With G. 

Pankiw as commentator, there was never a 
dull moment. Many records were broken in
cluding those by J. Campbell, P. Sullivan, and 

S. Howard. One squadron was victorious with 
183 points, three squadron came second with 

154 points and two squadron followed with 
137 points. Congratulations go to all who par

ticipated and organized the event. 

"-
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13705 J. M. Agostino 
Kamloops, British Columbia 

PILOT 
P&PO 

Every group has its European representative, jose, from his moustache to 
his way of handling women, is like a touch of old Portugal. Our modern day 
Don Quixote, seated astride his 67 Mustang, when it 's out of the shop, has 
charged much more than windmills in his quest for maintaining the standards 
and equality in college life. jose will soon be soaring above those of us on 
land and sea, hopefully in an F18, doing what he loves to do. A committed 
pilot the forces can look forward to doing his thing for numerous years to 
come. Of course when we say he'll be the first person to crack up an F18, 
we're only kidding - I think . Anyway what's 1 little plane? jose is the only 
one of our band to get married in his fourth year, and we wish him the very 
best both as a husband and a pilot. Good luck jose, and never stop charging . 

13713 W. K. Bokovay INF 
Edmonton, Alberta P&PO 

Kelly arrived from Edmonchuk and decided that he wanted to be an 
Oceanographer rather than a Mechanical Engineer (possibly for the times it 
rains in his foxhole) . In fact , he enjoyed his four years here that he's going to 
return after Phase IV and join 3PPCLI . He will not be alone, however, since he 
will be bringing his wife, Cindy. 

As first slate CWTO In third year, he earned himself the name of " Bokov 
the Great " Second slate, he became a happy third year, hidden away in the 
back halls of Cartier flight 

As CWC in his fourth year, Kelly managed to instill a sense of order into the 
wing. This continued into second slate as he introduced the " Wednesday 
morning, morale building drill practice" to 1 Sqd. 

This Kelly finally managed to win his own weight class in the wing wrestling 
finals (poor Mikel) As an active member of the M .C.F . he organized the first 
RR retreat at Lake Cowichan 

We all wish him the best of luck In Gagenam and hope everything con
tinues to go well . 

13714 P. J. Brinkhurst 
Sidney, British Columbia 

MARE 
P&PO 

Paul is the " Roads Scholar" of the fourth year term, in fact he almost made 
it to Oxford but alas they said he was too tall Paul has had first class honors 
since he was five years old and he is the academic savior of the rest of us 
before the math final - he's already racked . 

He made his mark this year as first slate DCWC and CSL#2 SQN. after a 
short tour in 1 SQN. Being one of the youngest to graduate this year, Paul is 
taking a big step in getting married this summer and he will probably have to 
trade the triumph in for a family car . When Paul moves on to bigger and bet
ter things, he certainly has the right girl beside him. Good luck Lorinda - we 
could never keep Paul away from his studies . Maybe you canl Paul will miss 
geophysics and drill but we hope he can make the adjustment to full time 
navy life. We wish paul and Lorinda all the very best. Finally, here's one for 
you Paul, but don' t tear out the page .. 
"B. Z. BUD" 



13718 
Montreal, Quebec 

J. G. J. C. Collin ARMD 
P&PO 

J. C came to Roads from the roaring city of Montreal. In second year he 
decided engineering should be left to those who wanted to build buildings 
whereas his sights were set on greater activities like climbing in and out of 
tanks. Coming to RR was the second biggest decision of his life: the first was 
to switch from 50 to Blue. 

It didn' t take J. C long to drop from double major to that undefineable 
realm of learning called General P&PO. This left him time for more important 
things such as intensive studies on the long term effects of sleeping too much. 

In between Space Invaders and golf games John managed to excel militari
ly. He did such a good job as CSL first semester that he found his already 
packed schedule taxed by the burden of carrying the weight of five bars se
cond slate. 

Seriously J.C it's been a great time and if any of us succeed it'll be you . Go 
forth in your chariot and may it never run out of gas or the black flies will 
carry you away. Don't forget your buds out on the briny blue . Bonne Chance 
Jean Claude! 

13721 
Oakville, Ontario 

R. A. Corradini MARS 
P&PO 

Della came, he saw, he left. As a member of G&G construction and Co., an 
international firm concerned with the " joie-de-vie", he managed to present a 
new image for the model CMC cadet. With company funds he bought 
himself a fast car, fast at breaking down, and could always be seen with a 
"sweat" on his brows. 

Academics never posed any problems for Rick . He had no need for texts 
and could easily assimilate his own theories with extraordinary results as evi
dent by his outstanding acheivement in third year. So outstanding that faculty 
council awarded him the third year book award, he kept his third year books 
for one more year. 

Good luck in the future and we hope some day that you are re-united with 
your long lost partner. In spite of himself, Rick wi~ be joining the Training 
Squadron where he hopes some day to become the next Nelson. 

12345 
Edmonton, Alberta 

M. Elderfield MARE 
Pand PO 

This young lad came to Roads expecting to have a rough time of things but 
it has turned out that much of Mark's time has been spent on the more en
joyable aspects of life . 

Mark has done very well at Roads throughout his four years at the college . 
First semester of fourth year Mark held the uneviable position of CWA and 
then switched to easier life of CWPMC 

Mark was a valuable member on the sports field and helped his flight to 
many 1m victories throughout his four years at Royal Roads. 

Mark has been a good friend to us all and we sincerely wish him the best of 
luck in the future in Canada's Navy. 
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M0163 
Corunna, Ontario 

John Erkelens AERE 
P&PO 

John was born 27 January 1954 and attended school in nearby Sarnia . He 
joined the CF in July 1972 as an Aero-Engine Technician. He was posted to 
417 Squadron, Cold Lake in March 1973. In 1975 John was accepted into 
OCTP as an infanteer. He completed BOTC, but then the CF discovered his 
I.Q. was higher than 2, so he was returned to the Airforce and Cold Lake. He 
was married in December 1976 to his wife Janice. 

In 1978, during a brief period of insanity he applied for UTPM and was 
subsequently accepted. He has almost enjoyed his time here at Royal Roads, 
and he and his wife had two daughters since they arrived here. 

His ambition is to someday be able to take the clickers off his service boots 
and therefore be able to sound like a normal human being when he walks. 

MOO191 
Canmore, Alberta 

E.G.Hix MARE 
P&PO 

O / C Hix joined the navy in 1971 and served several years on surface ships 
and submarines before coming to RRMC on the UTPM program. Ted came to 
RRMC into 3rd year with advanced standing from Simon Fraser University. He 
is glad that he did because College life has been very challenging and 
rewarding. 

Next year Ted hopes to go onto graduate school and then, after that, back 
to the fleet as a Combat Systems Engineer. He hopes to eventually go back to 
submarines and see some more of the world. (How can you see the world 
from 300 feet under the sea?). Well , not everyone can be normal. Good luck 
and good sailing, Ted! 

13573 S. R. kerr MARS 
Hamilton, Ontario P&PO 

Toad, a man of many talents, perhaps the chief of which is his clear and 
concise expression whatever the occasion may be, came to us after a life of 
thuggery and buggery in Hamilton. After his prep years at McMaster and 
Guelph, Steve decided that he was ready for the academic challenge of Royal 
Roads. 

Once here, Steve proceeded to clean up in sports, both 1M's and rep . 
Akeen competitor (sometimes perhaps a little too keen!), he was a vital part 
of the RR rugby team and earned himself the name " Bazooka Boot. " 

The strains of 1st slate CSL and his new family life were too much for Steve 
, \d he became a bent and twisted man, the end result of which being 9 mon
thsof M&LD. 

Steve wanted us to pass on a few words to those naval types following in 
his footsteps. " Try hard and if all else fails buy a third pair of shoes." It will also 
help to remember the words of that immortal fool , for every tough situation 
" Eat fork - face! " 



13004 
North Bay, Ontario 

S. R. Moors, MARS 
P&PO 

Stu came to Royal Roads in his third year from one of those other military 
colleges. Since then he has quickly learned what is meant by the w ord keen 
and has thus risen to the illustrious heights of CSL and CWTO. He has indeed 
worked hard in his two years here; too bad none of it has been on his 
academics. 

Stu does well in all sports, as Cheryl will testify. In third year he played two 
contact sports - hockey and rugby. In fourth year he played rugby only, but 
still managed two contact sports. 

Among his accomplishments are the crossed clubs and crown award 
throughout his third and fourth year and his baffling of the wing with scholarly 
words like snorkmangler, twinkie and snorkelpuss. 

Stu is a sailor through and through and will no doubt do well in his career. 
Best of luck in the future Stu . You'll always be remembered by all. Have fun 
and may yOU never run aground. 

13775 Jonathan Andrew George Oliphant 
North Vancouver, B.C. 

MARE 
P&PO 

If one had to sum up Jonathan in just one phrase, it would probably be 'at
titude problem' . Not that he really means to have one, but he was always 
putting his foot in his mouth (or through closed doors). 

During his first three years at R.R. Oily played on the rep . soccer team, but 
he decided to give up the game in fourth year. Being at R.R. and only winning 
one game in over two years was just too much depression for one's mind. 

During third year Jon was a strong member of the Pub Club, abusing body, 
mind, and women. In his fourth year he settled to do some work, but on oc
casion could still be found drunk and unruly at the Colwood. Fourth year also 
found Jon in the novel situation of having to relearn how to polish shoes, as 
he was appointed e.W.5.0 . first slate, and was then raised to the lofty 
heights of D.e.W.e. in the spring term. 

Jonathan will be going off to sea this summer and we wish him luck in his 
future endeavors - whatever they may be! 

13754 H. C. Ketellapper PILOT 
Vancouver, British Columbia P&PO 

Yes Haico " Chris" Ketellapper does go to RRMC between naps. After ar
riving here four years ago, Haico went into hibernation and has just awoken 
to find himself graduating, which came as a surprise to all , especially himself. 
Hike's classmates have been amazed by his ability to learn through osmosis 
and he is so proficient that he has yet to supp. . 

Haico became CWSO after proving his prowess on the rugby field at Ab
botsford ... where he demoralized the opposition in his Peter Pan get away 
boots and Jack Nicklaus golf-shirt. In keeping with his swaning traditions Haico 
travelled to Hawaii and also to the East . . . where he somehow ended up in 
the Hotel Champlain a go go. 

Haico's greatest contribution to the college was a PMC, during which 
period he was instrumental in getting the new mess on its feet. This summer 
he will be leaving us and heading off to Moosejaw to continue his pilot train
ing. If ever there was a person perfectly suited to be a pilot it is Haico 
Ketellapper. Good Luck Hike! 
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M017l 
London Ontario 

L. D. White MARE 
P&PO 

Like all good Canadian boys Larry longed to go West and made the move 
in 1970 at the expense of the Navy. Not to be stopped at waters edge, he 
continued West on board HMCS Provider and Mackenzie as a Signalman. But 
alas, the blue skies soon turned green and every effort was made on his part 
to get off those awful bouncy boats. 

In 1977 Larry and family were posted to the Diving Unit in Halifax. Un
daunted, Larry made another effort to become a permanent fixture in Vic
toria, applying a second time for UTPM and RRMC. 

Now after eight years the ships call again for Larry who will be entering the 
MSE classification, undoubtedly to spend a lot of time in the basement of 
those boats eating crackers, praying to the porelain idol and scheming to get 
back ashore. Oh well, you know the old saying; " You can't keep it down 
good man," or something like that . 

~--------------------
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M0173 W. F. Vachon MARE 
Meadow Lake, Saskatchewan P.&P.O. 

Wilf joined the navy in 1969 and like all 17 year old prairie boys he wanted 
to see the world . After 9 years at sea on various " warships" he had done just 
that. Although this type of education is second to none it was time to pursue 
higher academic education so he could understand what it was he learned in 
Bangkok. 

Royal Roads was easy to accept as Wilf spent all his career in Victoria so the 
location was perfect. This idea was soon tarnished when the academics come 
fast and lots of it, which seemed to take up 80% of one's time. That was 
perfect because 20% was required for parades and drill, something else 
foreign to a sailor . 

Wilf has survived his sentence at Royal Roads by his wife Gail and certainly 
by the remainder of those classmates who mayor may not have elected to 
stay. 

After graduation Wilf is going to retire his parade boots and carryon with 
his career as a Naval Officer in the Mare (CSE)' classification . 

Junior-Senior Day at Royal Roads enables 
the cadets of the college to change roles and 
gives each an opportunity to fill the shoes of 
the senior or junior counterpart . The day is fun 
for all, including Mr. Wood who is the 
Reviewing Officer for the Honour Guard 
made up of 'senior' cadets. 
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Calendar of Events 
1981-1982 

First Semester 
Aug. 29 
Sep.2 
Sep.4 
Sep.8-10 
Sep.21 
Sep.25 
Oct. 9-12 
Oct. 16 
Oct. 30-Nov. 2 
Nov. 8 
Nov. 20 
Nov. 23-27 
Dec. 8-16 
Dec. 17 
Dec. 19 
Dec. 20-Jan. 3 

Second Semester 
Jan. 4-8 
Jan. 23 
Jan. 29 
Feb. 12-15 
Feb. 19-21 
Mar. 12-2 
Mar. 22-26 
April 16-30 
May 14 
May 15 

Recruits arrive 
2nd, 3rd, 4th year Cadets return 
Classes stut 
C.M.C. Fitness testing 
Honours Day 
Recruit Obstacle Race 
Stand Down 
1 Squadron Mess Dinner 
U.S.A.F .A. Visit 
Wisener Competition 
4 Squadron Mess Dinner 
C.M.C. Fitness testing 
Examinations 
Christmas Dinner and Carol Service 
Christmas Ball 
Christmas Leave 

Military and Adventure Training 
Hibbard Competition 
3 Squadron Mess Dinner 
Stand Down 
Ex-CadetWeekend 
Squadron Mess Dinner 
C.M.C. Fitness testing 
Examinations 
Convocation and Sunset Ceremony 
Graduation Parade and Hall 



Honour 
Slate 
FRONT: K, Bokovay. 1st ROW: 
P. Brinkhurst, S. Moors, R. Cor
radini, L. White, J. Collin . 2nd 
ROW: D . Hirter, E. Gallagher, J. 
Oliphant, M . Elderfield, H. 
Ketlellapper. 3rd ROW: D . 
Himmelman, A. Knightly, T. 
Parkinson, J. Agostino . BACK 
ROW: R. Quinn, J. Hutcheson, 
S. Ross, J. Pedde. 
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Sunset 
Ceremony 



Convocation 
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Year-End 
Ceremony 
Rehearsals 
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Graduation 
Parade & Ball 
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13994 
Coquitlam, B.C. 

J. Cade ARMD 
Mil Studs 

Jamie's Bar position of CSC# 1 enabled him to shape the deformed civilian minds of his Recruits into 
his own warped image. Jamie's presidency of the Alpine / Outdoors Club proved to be an unloading ex
perience (Ref: LOG B1). Always willing to share his wisdom, which he so sorely lacked in First Year, Jamie 
never missed a chance to guide the peasantry of Cartier Flight (ie: his roommate Mark) onto great expec
tations. As a member of the " Family Compact," Jamie found many a reason to swing the razor sharp 
edge of his sarcastic tongue towards the raging incompetency of the "FFA." 

As partners in crime, Jamie and Gustav exemplified themselves in the field of costume design. Taste, 
on the other hand, was an altogether different matter (nice legs shame about the face Peter Pan). As a 
member of the whaler-pulling team, Jamie pulled with undefatiguable might until a more subtle feminine 
force stole his heart. Goodluck to Jamie who will remain here to sleep through Military and Strategic 
Studies and continue the fight against the " FFA." 

14539 
Burlington, Ont. 

M . J. Cookson AIRNAV 
Engineering Management 

Mark proved to be an exceptional Two Barman as first slate CSC#2 for Cartier Flight. With the aid of 
his cohort, Jamie Cade, Mark terrorizied raw Recruits into raw Juniors. Mark made his mark at the Col
lege as a member of the soccer team, chief Second Year shaftee, and user of prodigious amounts of sta
tionery (Dear Nancy). It seemed that cupid was always dealing Mark a foul hand, however he soon 
learned to shuffle "sweats" better than cards. Mark's flair for carpentry came forth when he alone 
managed to support role, he could be found amongst his friends of the " Family Com pad" plotting 
hideous deeds upon unsuspecting innocents. 

We hope Mark won't take his academic ability, or lack thereof, with him to RMC where he plans to 
study Engineering Management. Take care and may the ways of your life never make you a " FFA." 

14546 
Brighton, Ontario 

C. L. Deyo ARMD 
Mil Stud 

Cliff is a man of varying passions. He arrived last year to become a leader amongst Cartier Keeners 
and went on academically to pinch the only First Class Honours amongst first year artsmen. One can on
ly conclude that his latest passion lies off college grounds, for frequently he is to be seen driving through 
Sooke gate in his car, only to return just in time to pull his card. Cliff intends to stay for an extra two 
years at Roads but cast all aspersions aside for the real reason for hiS sudden interest in becoming a Mil 
Stud lies in the fad that the source of his short term loans is also staying. 

Gagetown is still calling this poor lad, despite all efforts to the contrary. With the intention to take his 
armoured training head on, perhaps Cliff will be able to shoot with a tank better than with a pistol. 
Whether or not his Cougar will receive as much tender loving care as his car will be open to debate. Best 
for the future and " vincit qui vincit. " 

14556 
Yorkton, Saskatchewan 

K. Forsythe LOG 
Hon Ec and Com 

Kevin is a high flying Saskatoon born lad who is doing his best to change the Military College norms 
before they change him. Kevin can be found doing many things around the college, like catching a nap 
or a short rest. This lethargy however, led to Kev's missing a lot of exciting things happening at the col
lege, like quarterdeck briefings. This wild and crazy guy could be seen driving and parking his silver Vega 
everywhere and anywhere it was not permitted . 

Kevin is # 1 Sqn's resident ski bum and enjoys a number of sports. He is a two year member of the 
Rep Hockey Team and serves as captain on the 1M Hockey and Broomball teams. He also enjoys 1M 
Curling, Golf and Ballhockey. Kevin also supplemented his exercise by running across the circle for a two 
day stretch (which helped to get him in the 400 club.) 

Good luck at RMC next year Kevin and remember, an anteman's life isn't a big party, but a lot of little 
ones. 
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14558 
Victoria, British Columbia 

T. M. Fowler PILOT 
Mil Stud 

Tom returned to RRMC this year after spending a memorable summer amongst the beautiful fraulelns 
of Deutchland His retnun plus his sudden Interest in academics concerned many of his Cartier Buds 
about the state of hiS sanity There was little to worry about though as Tom began to divide his meagre 
spare time - what With only 17 spares - between the shooting and the flYing clubs. Tom's expressed 
hatred for the commie peacocks in Roads has declined with the mounting interest he has displayed In 
the rifle team leading us to wonder why there are so few of the squawkers out this year. With respect 
to the flying club it seems that air transportation is the only safe one for him considering his inability to 
navigate safely on terra firma (ref: first year post rook term sweatmobile) and his hatred for the navy. 

This summer Tom goes off to Portage to work on getting his wings. But he's keeping his combat boots 
polished in case he finds it not challenging enough. Best of luck to you in your next two or three years at 
Royal Roads. 

14589 
Hamilton, Ontario 

S. W.Gable MARS 
Vic Eng 

Steve can be usually found in one of two places. He is an avid card carrying member of the gamma 
ray club and therefore is likely to be found studying in front of the television. Steve also can be found in 
his room staring at his desk which is covered in photos of a certain lass back home. As a sailor, Steve is 
already managing to find fun in every port the first being Royal Roads. His interests can easily be discern
ed by simply walking into his room. If it were not for his pilot roommate who insists on putting aircraft 
posters up all over the place, Steve would be forced to change admission in order to control crowds 
wishing to stare at the walls. 

Royal Roads has yet to manage to curb his early rising habits. Having a low affinity for the pit, Steve 
manages to fill his time with additional activities including fencing but excluding studying. 

14561 
Regina, Saskatchewan 

P. Goddard PILOT 
Eng 

Paul " Wormburner" Goddard was best known to the Wing when the drill command " Tallest on the 
Right, Goddard on the Left" was given. Short he may be, lack of height has not affected his golf game or 
lust to be the Corrective Drill star. 

Each Friday afternoon Paul's head could be seen above the dash of his blue Firebird driving to covort 
his girlfriend in Oak Bay. 

Paul was a famous member of the Cartier Flight Broomball team. His head could barely be seen over 
the top of the board while his legs were rotating twice as fast as anybody else's. 

All of Paul's friends would like to wish Paul the best of luck in the future and wish that they could find 
friends as understanding as Paul after he departs. 

14574 
Ottawa, Ontario 

J. G. J. Howes LANDCElE 
Eng 

Jeff Howes is a very silly guy and plans to be a silly (that's CELE!) officer. A very keen military machine, 
Jeff always has the right answers (at least he thinks so). 'Butch' as we have come to know and love him 
was second slate esc. He was a winner of the crossed swords, which showed what a little brown nos
ing could do. 

Jeff is valuable member on all the Cartier 1M teams and played on the Rep Hockey Team for the last 
two years and was occasionally seen on the ice. His PT score of 458 astounded us all (including Jeff). 

He likes the wild side of life and had won the ' intrepid adventurer' award In his first year, after a short 
but sweet love affair In a p,ua parlour. Butch has never attended a Christmas Ball. Maybe he could not 
get a date or else he was taking a few extra days off to make the long Journey home (Ja!). Jeff plans to 
take electrical engineering next year at RMC and we Wish THE HaSER lots of luck. 
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14580 
Streetsville, Onto 

G.J. Kramer MARE 
Electrical Engineering 

Gus, " Smiley", Kramer drove the weak and decrepit bodies of the Cartier Flight Recruits into fine 
forms of human excellence as first slate CFSO. In his two years at Royal Roads, Gus smiled only once; 
and only then while torquing the snot out of some unfortunate adversary during the Wing wrestling 
championships. (congrats Aryan!). Gustav will be remembered at Royal Roads for founding the 
undefeated whaler-pulling team and delivering a sound thrashing to the NOTC team. 

On the lighter side, Gustav won the One Squadron Iron Man award, was a founding member of the 
" Family Compad", played rugby until someone knocked some sense into him, and grew progressively 
bitter and twisted in his fight against the "FFA" (Wednesday mornings are for sleeping!). Goodluck to 
Gus who is off to RMC where he will progress from whalers to sculls and from rags to riches as an Elec
trical Engineer. 

14607 
Ottawa, Ontario 

G.M.Pankiw LORE 
Eng. 

Maybe George will have to be a cadet for the rest of hIS life. He still has not decided what he wants to 
be; he was Armour, is Lore, and wants Mile. One thing he does know, or he thinks he does, is water
polo. His players did not give him much attention but they did give him rum and cokes; twenty minutes 
to drink them down and twenty-five minutes to bring them back up. Maybe he can not drink but he 
sure can swim. In fact he holds two Royal Roads swimming records. 

George is perhaps one of the most involved cadets (waterpolo, skiing, parachuting, curling and not to 
mention the talent show). George likes to think of himself as an integral member of the Rep Dinner Club 
and RRDSGANG, although he was forced to leave the mess early many nights in order to get to extra 
drill on time. Ah man! George could be heard complaining about this and anything else most of the time. 
Good luck at RMC. 

14609 
Grimsby, On. 

G. C. Parkinson CELE 
Comp Sci/Phys 

If Glen Perkinson came to Royal Roads to relax he made a wrong move. Immediately upon his amval 
he was promoted (shafted) to the unofficial title of cadet flight administration officer (C F Admin 0), the 
reason being that he was the only Junior with a typewriter . 

In his second year, Glen spent much of his time cloistered away with members of the Wargames Club 
ploting devious strategies and taking Inhuman risks He also honed his skills a Dungeon Master HIS 
favorite club was the Royal Roads chapter of the Military Christian Fellowship Every Monday evening he 
enjoyed fellowship and discussion With other memberss and took part In various activities such as the 
'Retreat' in March. Glen's Studies he was also Involved in many extracollegiate activities such as local 
youth programs and IVCF at V Vic. 

Throughout his stay at Roads Glen retrained hIS unfailingly cheerful character and as such was one of 
the most approachable in times of need (HIS car helped a lot too.) 

14610 
Wianton, Onto 

Pascal T. L. CELE 
CompEng. 

Whenever I wanted to find tim, I knew exadly where he could be found; lYing In the rack, listening to 
his stereo, and reading the latest in science fiction. (He's one of the only people to go through the 
Thomas Convenant series in a weekend) Since hIS initial emergence from hIS father 's teepee in the wilds 
of northern Ontario, he was destined for greatness at Roads. 1st Class Honours, stereo wartchampion, 
and a top squash player to boot" why even a biweekly campaign of 'SDungeons & Dragons" or " Foxbat 
& Phantom", never led to an academiC downfall . Nor, did it take Tim long to discover hIS true calling, 
" Hey Pascal is a computer lenguage!! ", and hence he proceeded to master the Infamous MTS system 
and become conqueror of Klingon empires . While In the second semester he was qUite content to fight 
for the right to his own room and help the rest of the wing with Mech-o-Mats Ah, the life of an organic 
brain. Best wishes to a future CELE officer and Computer Engineer (Another Ramsay Whlthers I ?) 



14612 
Saskatoon, Sask 

J. Pedde MARS 
Ec Poli Sci 

From out of the heart of the golden West comes Jeff, bringing with him a set of high strong morals 
and exquisite tastes After surviving the dance for seven days in first year, he showed his talent (or 
perhaps, stupKfity) In business, and for hiS efforts was awarded the poSition of Trlc Adv 0 this past year 
Contrary to what he may say, Jeff really enjoyed hiS poSition, as can be eVidenced by his " working" 
weekends In Salt Springs Island and hiS mysterious account at a particular Greek restaurant downtown 

If he is not trying to sell his friends something, you'll often find the " Mouton-Cadet" downtown exer
Cising his tastebuds at some fine lounge or restaurant, meanwhile decimallng hiS buds pocketbooks and 
stomachs. Next year, )eff plans to go East to RMC and become a politician. However his long term goal is 
to become a member of the Love Boat (why, we'll never Knowl) Anyway, the rest of the family com
pact wishes him well. 

14613 
Halifax, N.S. 

J. s. S. Picard PILOT 
Mech Eng. 

Syl, the whiz, gave no-one peace in his never ending quest for knowledge He had the uncanny ability 
to put Prof's into tears with the question WHY? Syl also made most of the volleyball team nauseous on a 
few occasions when he was discovered doing homework in the 10 minute break between games Most 
of the Whiz's first year was spent in a cloud of formula I and numbers, one from which many felt he 
would never emerge. The Frenchman With 5 spares a week spent a rather idle summer at CMR, which 
seemed to restore everyone's faith in him as he didn't even start studying for the next years classes. 
Returning to Roads as a 2nd year Syl transformed from a bookworm Band Aid to a rather normal 
troopie. 

Being a backbone member of the Rep. Volleyball Team, he spent most of his time springing around 
the court putting his toes back in his blown-out shoes. His athletic powers and consistent keeness 
brought bars his way 2nd slate as CFSO. Next year Sly moves on to RMC, the Profs won't know what to 
do (I hear they are planning a party .) 

14614 D. A. Pierce PILOT 
Sydney, Cape Breton Economics and Commerce 

As second slate CSC#2, Andy found his true vocation in life as CWDO (many times!). A member of 
the " Family Compact," Andy will always be remembered by his close friends for hiS yearbook, liz, and 
laces. But seriously folks, Andy was a strong member of the rugby team (which accounts for his mental 
state), learned how to fall proficiently while rock-climbing, and often enlightened the Wing with his 
Cape Breton culture. Even with this handicap, he ran the Scrlbblerus Club With great success and manag
ed to pull off the swan of the year with his Vancouver theatre-goers. Andy became popular at Royal 
Roads with events such as the " End of the World Party" (in honorarium of the Jupiter effect), his con
troversial attempt at growing a beard, and his envious relationship with a Victorian beauty . 

Unfortunately for us, Andy will be defecting to RMC this year to pursue an Economics and Commerce 
degree. Goodluck Andy and keep up to date with those yearbooks! 

14617 
Halifax, N.S. 

R.J. Quinn MARS 
Mil Studs 

Bob Quinn better knowN as 3 bar Bob or the Log puppy is the perfect example of a Royal Roads 
cadet. Float like a butterfly, sting like a bee is Bob's motto with his great versatility. From the grunt work 
of wing wrestling to wrestling with his first term roommate, though he usually got the best of thiS scrape, 
to the fitness of I.M. golfing. Yes Bob Quinn entered Roads as a small, fragile, non-aggresive lad from 
Nova-Scotia and has developed Into an out gOing model of the perfect cadet. 

Bob developed In many other aspects as he tasted the lifestyle of a hlpswlnglng disco-goer In search 
for women. Wherever a mirror and comb can be found, Bob can be found on the end of it, constantly 
changing his hair style. Bob, a 400 clubber is an ardent squash player . 

Bob, a true blue guy for anyone in need, Will be missed by us gOing away Good luck, Bob, not that 
you need it. 
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13983 
Burlington, Ontario 

R. W . J. Atwood MARE 
ENG. 

This year was a year of firsts for Rick . He sat down last year and had a long talk with his pet monkey 
with the result that he finally came through in the " clutch", and passed his exams. He even managed to 
get his " lawn mower" going for the first time in two years. 

. A very busy year for Rick, he was a member of HMRS INVINCIBLE, a vital cog in the Fraser water polo 
machine, and he could be found in the flight halls with a catcher's mask and a long pOinted rod shouting 
" TOUCHE!". He also worked for the PERI's in the position of CWP as his films had the magical effect of 
strengthening our neck muscles. 

Alas! This will be Rick 's last year at Roads. (or so we hope) An aspiring " mars Bar" he would like to 
command the Canadian Fleet when Canada has one; so he is off to Kingston to obtain an Eng. degree. 
Good luck Admiral, " DAMM THE TORPEOOS; FULL STEAM AHEAD!!" 

14563 K. C. Greenwood MARS 
P.&P.O. 

After arriving at Roads and successfully negotiating Rook Term, Kev lost no time in meeting a member 
of the opposite sex (i.e. a female, even though Kev is a navy-type). His lips were also put to use in the 
marching, Oktoberfest, and stage bands where he was a prominent member of the trumpet section. 

Kevin's athletic prowess was demonstrated on the crosscountry team and in his appointment as first 
slate CF50 Fraser. He also led the whaler-pulling team to its first victory in five years, thus duplicating the 
accomplishment of his older brother. Also in keeping with the family tradition, Kevin sees Royal Roads as 
a means to an end. 

Even though he easily managed first class honours, Kevin has decided to at Roads for P&PO. He is 
bound to do well, if he can just stay out of trouble. The RRds Gang will miss him. 

14565 
Port McNicoll, Ontario 

P. J. Hancox, MARS 
COMPENG. 

Royal Roads will vividly remember one member of the Fraser buds. J.P. OR Hanks, as his (few) friends 
call him, was regularly missed for a few brief moments during parties and dances in first year, much to 
the suffering of his CFLl3rd yr. bud, Stu . (Many a 'morning after' Stu had to mop us hIS room - or find it). 

When not causing physical mischief, Hanks kept busy polishing hIS cut-down techniques. Many of 
fellow-<adet parted company with Phil baffled by his expertise in verbal abuse. 

Phil 's philosophy is: 'reality is an illusion caused by a lack of alcohol. ' He will long remember (or will 
he?) a rather late night of dancing and countless rum & Cokes at the Thatch, as well as the early morning 
duty which followed . (He didn't have a headache until he slipped and hit his head while brushing his 
teeth.) 

Best of luck in the future Phil . 

14026 
Hillier, Ontario 

D. J. P. Himmelman, ARMD 
Mil Stud 

An unexpected member of the " five year plan", Don has faired remarkably well In the hallowed 
Fraser halls. This year he has had to shoulder the weighty responSibility of editorship of the college 
newspaper (resulting in several trips to the resorts of Saltspring). 

But Goon's interests are not entirely academic in nature - far from it! Having earlier flirted With pain
ful abuse on the rugby team he has taken up some more "'exotic" pursuits . Along with a membership in 
the exclusive Poop Deck Weight Spa, the Outdoors, Karate and Scriblerus clubs have kept him busy 

An aspiring armoured officer (following in the Teutonic footsteps of his ancestors ! ), Don plans to re
main at Roads to earn his Mil Studs degree. We hope his ultimate goals are achieved, hIS planned military 
career, and we wish him the best-'o-Iuck! 



14569 
Windsor, Ontario 

J. A. Holden PILOT 
Computer Engineering 

He's not much but he's still my brother. jim's great ability In sports IS probably attributed to hiS 
characteristic trait of inflating his cheeks like Dizzy Galesby. He was a member of both the rep soccer 
and volleyball teams and I must admit he did an excellent Job keeping the bench toasty for the volleyball 
team Stretch Holden also advanced to the finals In the Wing Wrestling match for the past two years and 
in hiS fights displayed the true meaning of human fleXibility lim, In the IM.M sports program felt confi
dent with making shots from half court / pool / field etc but unfortunately the rest of the team didn't 

jim, who enjoys drill and other self improving military activities, earned the crossed swords and crown 
award in first year. (Another badge for hiS 'boy scout' sleeve) lim because of hiS first year feats was ap
pointed CSC#1 of Fraser Flight in first term 

14570 
Halifax, Nova Scotia 

T.S. Holden ARMD 
Ec&Comm 

He's not much but he's still my brother . Holden, T. S. (or S. T. as he's known In French) is renowned 
for many things here at Royal Roads. Tom is the only person I know who can eructate the whole Swahili 
alphabet and still have enough breath left over to ask If he could use the car He can walk through a 
crowd and have a stream of " Holdits" follow him - all this as a result of his break Into the wonderful 
world of show business at the Royal Roads Talent Show last year. 

Tom has also put on numerous dance performances for the #2 squadron commander. 
Tom has been an active participant in all sports and is a regular on the Rep waterpolo team Tom can 

always be heard cheering at games (even if he's not there), in hiS own unusual way. A highlight In hiS 
athletic career was almost breaking Tim Brook's arm with his neck In a wrestling match. 

Well my brother is off to RMC next year to pursue economics & comm., so he' ll have to retire hIS esc 
bars to w homsoever deserves them next year (too bad there aren't any 1st years named Holden). 

14578 D.I.Kanz PILOT 
Penticton 

R.C. 
Dave, better known to his buds as beaker, hails from Penticton where he previously devoted his life 

to picking-up fruits (working on the orchard). 
Dave started his second year off on the RIGHT foot by means of following hiS natural urges at the 

Thatch w hereupon the next day he realized blackgators were all the style for the new CMC lineup of fall 
fashion. But after being keen for two weeks he fell back into the 2nd Yr. routine of Sunday night kit time. 
Then all too soon first semester was over and he was then CSC Kanz - what?! - kit more than twice a 
week! 1 After the shock, Dave soon became a typical engineer again with previous night essays, tripS to 
Vancouver to see his female " cousins," and having a harem at his beck and call He later applied himself 
to karate where he showed all the coordination of a rugby player after all he was the Rugby team 
manager. Dave will now drive onto Kingston where he hears there are whole floors of girls waiting Just 
for him. Good luck in the days to come at Kingston . 

14054 
Grafton, Nova Scotia 

S. R. Maddison ARMOUR 
Military Studies 

Steve " Timmy" Maddison returned from his summer rehab only to break an ankle In hiS second rep 
team soccer game. It's a good thing that Royal Roads doesn't Invent any more sports because Steve 
couldn't afford to buy the special shoes required by the national association Steve is a real Jock but 
most people would prefer to call him an Athletic Supporter. Despite his alliance to the Dodgers In the 
World Series, he did support all the Roads rep teams in a futile effort. Steve is the only person In the 
history of the college to use more tape than the entire rugby team to hold up his socks, elbow pads, 
knee pads, arm pads, knees and ankles 

Steve doesn't really watch much T V., but he can change channels by mental telepathy and thIS IS an 
important prerequiSite for his Mil Studs degree next year. 

Good luck Steve In your Mil Studs course and Tank training thiS summer. Break a leg Steve I 
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14608 
Toronto, Onto 

M . J. Parker INFANTRY 
Fame 

" Pike Marker" came to us from the sprawling megalopolis of Toronto becoming the college's resident 
authority on concrete jungle warfare. Mike hopes to spend the rest of his life somewhere between a c-
130 and terra firma as a member of the Canadian Airborne Regiment (but only on loan from 1 P.P.C U .). 

Mike has done well during his term at Roads. Besides earning a place in the 450 club and winning his 
crossed swords, Mike had played quite effectively with the representative Rugby, Shooting, Hockey and 
Indoor Soccer teams. In his second year " Mikey P." was a first slate CSC, a second slate flight proctor, 
and as well, was appointed Battery Commander for the 1982 Sunset Ceremonies. When last seen In 
Engineering Graphics. Mike was feverishly designing a rifle sling for a 9-pounder gun. Grunts get confus
ed sometimes. 

Mike heads off to Phase II infantry this summer in " Gagemom." His only problem, I think, will be his 
uncanny physical resemblance to a Sherman tank . The Phase II Armour boys might just mistake him for 
the enemy. 

14618 
Victoria, British Columbia 

W . R. Read CELE 
Physics & Comp Sci 

" Have book, Will Read", but an essay can make for a hectic 30 days. In only two, short years, Roads' 
own dashing Drillgod 'n D'n D Devotee has been pOSitively identified as one who " laughs loud." He 
rarely stirs without a smile - when you can wake him up - and never leaves his fflends frowning. 

Always mobile, and generally seen driving away from the college, will's victorious adventures have 
ranged from sleepless nights in the centre of town to the world of UVic, where he's scored in so many 
ways. Even while tabletop warlord, in one summer Will also was crowned roller-skating king, only to 
become our confident " Marshmallow" back here in Victoria . And in the realm of academics, he main
tained second dass honors In two years of engineering. 

We wish will best of luck in pursuing the CELE problems of computer science when he graduates a 
bonafide Rodent! 

14621 
Digby, Nova Scotia 

R. A. E. Ross CELE 
Applied Sci 

Robin hails from a little town in Rural N.5. This quickly earned him the name 'Yoda' for his excellent 
work in the field of racking in class. He also had the advantage of arriving at Royal Roads With a cast, 
which was very effective for avoiding corrections. " No Mr Roger's, It 's not dust, its plaster from my 
cas!." For this reason he declined completing the obstacle course unlil hIS second year. 

Robin was pleased on his arrival to discover that Dungeons and Dragons was played at the college 
For the first year, if someone wanted to find out where he was, they only had to find out where the 
nearest D&D game was. 

When not playing D&D, Robin could be found anywhere there was kye. It IS rumoured that he has 
enough kye in his room to feed the college for a week. 

Best of luck in the years ahead Robin . 

14626 G. N. Sinclair PILOT 
Ottawa 

Ont. 
A man of no nicknames, Graham, always cool and calm could be heard saying, " Don't worry about It, 

you'r .. going home in 3 months." 
With long locks of golden hair and a SOphISticated moustache, and winner of the 1 squadron lovers 

award, Graham never has a problem with glfls. The best dressed man on campus, he often found 
himself getting involved (but it was only for the weekend!). 

Graham, as the skip of the rep. curling team a member of the waterpolo team (" but I can't swim" ) and 
an excellent player on aliI. M . teams showed us his outstanding athletiC ability ThIS earned him bars as 
2nd Slate CFSO. The bars however cut into hIS early bedtime and preCIous sleep He also scored 473 on 
the PT tes!. As Cap!. of the rep. lemon ball team, Graham tried unsuccessfully to start a league in the 
Totem Conference. 

Graham, being a pilot should do well in whatever he does, so he doesn't need any luck at RMC next 
year. Right Gilbert (What're you talking about.) 



14628 
Mississauga, Ontario 

S. W . B. Spence AIR NAY 
Math and Science 

Upon arnval at RRMC Scott continued his mastery of that old ScotlSh Instrument - the bagpipes 
Now In hIS second year he has fulfilled hIS dream and plays them In the band Nevertheless, he does find 
time to partICipate In other activities, outside of the band. These Include the ski club, shooting club, MCF, 
cross country team and the Canadian Scottish Cadet Corps. 

After school in Kingston, he plans to venture into the rescue side of air navigation As part of hIS conti 
nuing military career, Scott aspires to study mediCine - a life long Interest However, what kind of doc
tor Scott will become, we pipers in the piepband have yet to find out Of course RRMC will be losing a 
valuable piper and a good friend of all . Best of luck at RMC; we all know that you will find a way to pour 
your scotch into the pipe bag to drink and play at the same time. 

14629 
Montreal, Quebec. 

J. G. Stacey PILOT 
Civil Eng. 

Barely contained within his CF issue shirt is the massively muscled frame of " Slim" Jim Stacey. He could 
often be found pumping iron in the Fraser Flight Gym during the evening. except when he was out with 
the rest of the RRDSGANG up to no good in Victoria . Stace put hIS athletic ability to good use In the 
pool, where he was the waterpolo team's top scorer. With Jim gone, the guys on the UVIC waterpolo 
team will breathe easier, and the female team members will also stop their heavy breathing. 

Hard as it may be for one of his stature, Jim managed to keep a low profile where duties and parades 
are concerned. Too bad he couldn't have been less conspicuous when going home for Christmas in his 
favourite uniform. 

As a Roads scholar with first class honours, Jim is now off to Kingston to study civil engineenng and 
continue his idle ways. 

14516 
Morden, Manitoba 

S. N. H. Ali-Khan INF 
Hon Eng and Phil 

Hussain started well at RRMC. Not only was he elected as first year president, but impatient for 
greater heights of mindless activity, he managed to be charged hiS first time before the end of recruit 
term. During that year he baffled many of us until it became clear that, like the scholar he is, he didn't 
know what he was doing either This was to become the hallmark of the Ali-Khan existence. 

How else may his outlook and achievements be summarized I A Crossed-Sword man, this belies hiS In
terest in shooting, James Bond films, other people's motorcycles, other people's women, and other peo
ple's money As a die-hard member of the Knights Templar, we sincerely hope he can overcome hiS 
desire for expensive clothing, cars, and the innuml"rable mysterious girls he wntes to, and concentrate 
on the requirement of his calling, becoming effective cannon fodder In all senousness, however, we 
wish the best of luck to thiS most fascinating of cadets. 

14520 
Edmonton, Alberta 

G. D. Balombin MARS 
Arts/ Administration 

At some indeterminate point during first year the military and faculty council ordered Glen sent for 
analysis to CFMC In Ottawa The duality of hiS nature was clearly demonstrated when the orderlies not 
only had to unclamp a pen from hiS spasmodically undulating wntlng hand, but had to force hiS bayonet 
from between his jaws as well 

His pursuit of dangerous excitement continued through second year as a wrestler, member of the 
karate club, kingpin of the Knights Templar, skydiver and sometime shooter (He has yet to hit anyone.) 
To round out thiS full list of actiVities, he Ingeniously deVised the " G D study-fest", truly the only way 
that such a masochist could denve pleasure at 300 AM Nonetheless, he proVided an Important source 
of grub for those of us unfortunate enough to attempt competing With him We Wish Glenn the best of 
luck In hiS future pursuits (however strange they may be), we'll never forget youl 
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14521 
Omemee, Ontario 

J. E. O. Bauman INF 
Arts Admin. 

During his two years at Royal Roads, Jed has become quite a man about the town. From driving 
Porsches in first year to watching the sun rise at " Dawn, " Jed has stlliiTlanaged to uphold a second class 
honour standing. Along with assuming Champlain Flight's Cobra King, Jed became a second slate CSC 
where his bellowing voice served as an alarm clock for avid second year artsmen and a fog-horn for Es
qui malt Lagoon. 

Along with being the president of the Karate Club, he can be seen ' trundling' down the field for a try 
or supporting the scrum as eighth-man for the rugby team. Jed had a brief intermission from rugby in 
first year and joined the 'round-bali' team (basketball) to allow his cauliflower ears to clear up. 

Good luck Jed and don't forget to support your local hooker, and at your next Zulu, remember to 
take your charcoal foot filters out of your cowboy boots before we drink out of them! (from the rugby 
buds). 

14551 
Selkirk, Manitoba 

M. C. Elderfield MARE 
CompSci 

Michaelangelico Craigleeanna Elderichfield better known as " Ditch" was an actual member of Champ 
flight , but an honorary member of Mack flight. Ditch was well known for deep pitting in class and also 
gained the title of internal combustion king which kept the rest of us awake in class. Ditch being an avid 
sportsman participated in sports such as rugby, soccer, and even a little squash. 

As far as his hobbies went, he was an avid member of the ski club, the parachuting club, the scuba 
diving club, and the flying club. As a result of his outstanding participation, he saw action as second slate 
CFSO. 

Upon graduation in 84 Ditch plans to spend his time basking on the beaches of Hawaii and Australia as 
a MARE officer. Best of luck In the future Ditch. 

14557 B. K. J. Fournier 
Kelowna, British Columbia 

AWC 
CompSci 

Brad came to RRMC from the " Fruit Capital" of Canada - Kelowna . Like all the valley boys, he loves 
his outdoor sports, golfing and sunbathing Finding that he could do both these during Rep. Sports, he 
came to like it here very quickly. He is a true Roadent, since upon his amval he has come to be known as 
" Pack Rat", because of hiS borrowing habits . He even takes to hibernation on weekends, attempting to 
break his previous week's record for sleeping. 

Brad chose AWC because of his great skill in Space Invaders. This coupled with his planned degree in 
Computer Science means we can surely sleep well at nights, so long as he has enough quarters. 

Brad will be returning to RRMC to continue to instruct the rooks in the principle of minimum effort, of 
which he is a strong disciple. 

Best of luck, Brad, and don't work too hard. 

14576 M. A. Jennings 
Cantley, Quebec 

MARE 
F&MENG 

Mark, as an aspiring tennis star, decided early in his life that the Royal Roads Country Club was the 
Ideal school for him. After all, it offered everything, a view of the Pacific, gardens, a real live castle, 
peacocks, Z courts for him to play on, and even an education to boot Imagine his chagrin at discovering 
the novelty of doubling on the circle, multiple inspections, P.T., and drill. And he had brought his car and 
everything. 

Nonetheless, Mark made a go of it and became a Champlain flight fixture. During the summer at CMR, 
Mark surprised us all by being one of the few Roadents to actually learn French. (Of course being nine 
tenths bilingual already, certainly helped.) As well he incurred our external envy by being able to visit 
home each weekend. 

Mark is off to RMC next year, and if his remarkable achievements this year are any indication, he 
should fare well. (discounting the proximity of home and Queen's U!) Best of luck from the rest of your 
term. 



14585 
Stewiacke, Nova Scotia 

J. c. Madower AERE 
MECHENG 

John comes from the back-roads down east, but do not be fooled by this In this qUiet boy there IS a 
great potential. He proved this as a first-slate barman, putting the fear of you know who into every rook 
he picked up. However, the buds have been able to soften " Mayflower" up by feeding him MeXican 
food, good wind and dirty movies. 

The lad has thoughts of spending his last two years here at RRMC, although many of us are trying to 
make him see the light and come to Kingston, where there are more girls ... I mean more interesting 
subjects to be studied in the Engineering branch, compared to " Comp So. " However, he is convinced 
that the West is better than the East. 

John will be working hard this summer in the " hole" of Greenwood, Nova Scotia where he will be 
learning the intricate business of attaching screws and bolts to airplanes. We wish ya' good luck, John. 
Take care of yourself! 

14588 
London, Ontario 

B. P. McGee ARMD 
Com Sci & Physics 

Known to all as "Gee", (most of us still don't know his real name,) Brian arrived at Royal Roads 
bestowing upon the military world an image of suave, unflappable coolness. Rook term, several 
precarious affairs (dodging unwanted girlfriends), and a couple of sups have nary ruffled a feather on 
this serene individual. BUT, outward appearances tend to be somehwhat deceiving and, alas, such is the 
case. 

However, life would never be the same without the presence of B. P. McGee. It will be a sad day 
when the grandfather figure of Champ halls leaves Roads to pursue future aspirations. Only when Gee is 
perched upon his tank, wearing the garb of an armoured officer (preferabley pink), will his true ambi
tions be realized. 

Good Luck Gee! 

14589 
Prince Albert, Ontario 

S. J. Mcintyre PLT 
Arts Admin. 

The original "Big Mac" alias Stein arrived at Roads from P Ontario and quickly made a name for 
himself on the rugby team. Nobody could mistake the bow-legged bullet as he punched through the 
enemy lines to score a try. 

Stein arrived back at RRMC as a first-slate section commander, and his rooks soon learned the mean
ing of keen under his eagle eye. He also had several other accomplishments; 2nd Class Honours, rugby, 
hockey, whaler pulling, streaking across the parade square dodging female commissionaires, and he was 
the proud winner of the screaming scrotum award. 

During 2nd Semester he set up shop with our ever popular resident minority, and with cries of 
" Honey, I'm home" (What would Freud say, Capt. Plul) soon drove his roommate nuts. Champ Flight 
won't be the same without the SNHAK&STEIN show. Good luck at RMC next year. We all know you'll 
have 'NO PROB'S'! 

14620 
Oslo, Norway 

E. Ronning PLT 
Elect Eng. 

Erik arrived at " Roads" some time ago on a dog sled. He claims to come from a land far to the East, a 
land with beautiful blond tipped mountains and snowy girls, but rumour has it that he is really from the 
West (Siberia perhaps I) 

As a man of culture and travel " EROCK" adds character to our merry band (what a character). Upon 
arrival Erik quickly became absorbed in many College actiVIties. He has participated in Para, Scuba, 
Debating, and Flying Club activities. 

With the completion of a very successful academic year, Erik keeps saying he is going off to catch up 
on his sleep at pilot training. He claims he will be resting up for next year's classes, but we know he'll 
have no probs with Elec Eng . . it's that wild life way back In " hometown" that will be taxing all hIS 
energy! Good luck and bon voyage!! 
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14624 
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont. 

P. Schmidt ARTY 
Mil and Strat 

Though Peter displays all the qualities of the perfect Aryan specimen his friends and neighbors have 
noticed certain deviant tendencies which cannot be identified by CMC I.Q.and personality tests. These 
include hurtling along at over 1501< on the back of a two wheeled monstrosity and exploring the 
tenuous relationship between pleasure and pain as an active member of the RR cross country team and 
through running marathons (26 2 miles for the uninitiated). 

Pete has chosen RMC and English and Philosophy as his degree program. An aspiring artillery officer 
Herr Schmidt follows in the footsteps of his namesake Helmut Schmidt and his lookalike Napoleon 
Bonaparte. Wherever his career takes him and whatever language he speaks (Afrikaans) Pete will carry 
the best wIShes of all his friends at Roads . 

14635 
Toronto, Ontario 

S. J. Tracey MILE 
Civil Eng. 

Sean reluctantly arrived here at Roads from his Toronto home only to find himself not too anxious to 
leave the people and pines behind. He achieved much here at RRMC from the 400 clubs, to consistent 
firsH:I~ss honours, to the marvellous ability to take notes while asleep. 

The many miles he ran with the Cross-Country Team prepared him well for hIS job as Rookterm CF50 
(and even as a competiton swimmer). 

Although 6' tall, Sean makes an awfully good gnome and will become as good a shovel swinging MILE 
as any. With your personality and ability, Sean, success is inevitable. Good-luck anyway and here's hop
Ing you' ll really dig your career 

14636 
St. Albert, Alberta 

J. A. Van-Gelder ARMD 
ARTS 

Being from Alberta, Jan arrived at Roads already better than most. Early in recruit term Jan 
demonstrated his keen temper by releasing sorne vocabulary on some barman. He has since learned to 
keep certain opinions to himself although efforts released In his arts courses are often well recognIZed. In 
fact academically Jan has had little difficulty, although the odd supp has created a few concerns Militarily 
Jan has displayed good leadership qualities ending up as esc in second term. His ability to think up and 
organize skylarks is bettered by few . If anyone" stili wondering who the webbo artist IS, or who stole 
the toilet paper; Jan was in on It. 

H" career goals Include successful completion of combat arms training (he wants to drive a tank) and 
eventually he hopes to graduate from RMC with a degree in Economics and Political Science. After that 
he is looking to start the " Alberta Armed Forces " 

Good luck " Yan" ! 

14106 
Burlington, Ontario 

K. S. Yamashita AERE 
Eng 

Kevin has probably packed more experience in hIS " many" years at Royal Roads than one cares to 
remember Seriously though, " Yammy" is quite contented to take his time going through the system. 
After astounding Cartier flight with his military keeniess and athletiC abilities In his first year, KeVin was 
promoted to first slate CSc. 

Socially, though, Kevin has been luckier than most by hIS acquiring a fair-haired, hazel eyed damsel by 
the name of Cath" ie." Kevin has been an active member of numerous clubs including the parachute, 
karate and scuba clubs . He is also one of the most highly regarded bandsmen, another downfall, and his 
constant search for female companionship led to the formation of the Ballroom Dance club (There must 
be something about the Japanese charm). Kevin hopes to complete his remaining two years at RRM 
Cand then to become an AERE officer. 

Good luck " Yammy" ! 



14533 
Fonthill, Ontario 

D. W . Campbell AERE 
ENG/ PHYS 

" WHAT did he dol " It's hard to say what he didn't do Since his first day at the college, Dave has been 
involved in everything from drumming to skydiving, With Immense success. Always calm, cool and confi
dent, cadet life seems to have come so easily to him - even recrUit term was lust a prolonged trial 
which he quietly overcame, completing those first few weeks with a record low of extra punishment 
This military achievement then brought him the dubious pleasure of second-slate esc, during bars upon 
returning from diving duty in Hawaii. 

Academically, Dave's first-class honours kept him at the top of the engineering stream, while on the 
sportsfield, his agressive play carried many a game in 1M soccer and football. Included with this prowess 
has been a membership in the 400 club . And Mack. Flight ball hockey certainly owes many thanks to 
their great goalie; as does the rep. team. Best of luck at RMC, Dave; and here's to the good times In 
AERE! 

14555 
Victoria, BC 

D. Constable AWC 
Physics and Comp Sci 

Danny Constable returned to Roads first semester as esc for MacKenzie Flight. During the semester 
he was known to instill terror into his rooks . 

Danny had a key position on the Rugby Team as he Instigated many Zulus and became the Cobra At
tack Team Leader. 

Danny had difficulties deciding whether his first love was his girlfriend or M ' A (G8). 
As a practical joker, he enjoyed locking his roommate out with only blankets and a pillow. Danny also 

organized a first year party to leave his roommate naked on his girlfriend's doorstep. 
He plans on coming back to Roads as a third year terror. Plans for Danny next year are to organize a 

3rd year Mack Flight Hibernation Club. Danny hopes to graduate with a degree in Physics and Computer 
Science. Best of Luck in the future. 

14533 
Edmonton, Alberta 

D. W. Emrich MARS 
Eng 

This guy from Alberta is a very versatile fellow. Involved in many of the colleges activities, excelling at 
wrestling, rugby and skiing, Dewain always puts out his best. Oh yes! also an avid scuba diver, and 
motorcyclist, he sometimes has trouble keeping the two apart, forgetting that motorcycles belong on 
land, not in the ocean. 

Now on the brink of third year, Dewain is staying here for the P&PO degree and will undoubtedly do 
very well. I forsee early bars for this chap whose great variety and expertise in all aspects of sports will 
hold him in good stead. 

A last word of good luck in navy training this summer and in your future. 

14567 R. A. Harvey 
Courtenay, British Columbia 

CELE 
Elec Eng. 

Randy is your basic all around nice guy However, unlike most nice guys, Randy did not finish last. 
" Harv" excelled in sports. With his well defined physique it was only natural that he play defense for 

Royal Roads powerful (? 1) hockey team. He was a member of the Rep Sailing Team (flipping perfor
mance at the UVic Laser Regatta) and his first and last rugby game was a trying experience. 

Much to our surprise his brawn did not interfere With hiS brain and he earned first class marks. I say 
earned for there were many times when the " Harv Mobile" to downtown nightspots was out of service 
due to academic weather 

After a esc tour first term, Randy was in need of R&R HawaII beckoned With ItS magnlflCient scuba 
diving, girls, and luaus (Hic) 

Randy moves on to RMC next year and we wish him the best of luck, even though he doesn't need It 
May your circuits never overload and your output always be true 
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14568 
Stoney Creek, Ontario 

D. B. Henderson MARS 
P&CompSci 

Boo-Radley's career in the CF started when he heard a "Kye" rumour about RMC giving football 
scholarships. When he found out near the end of Chilliwack that he was about to become a Roads 
scholar, he decided to teach Pierre T. a lesson by going on perma-spaz. Brad holds the record for 
"fewest circles run by anyone cadet. " Brad never considered going AWOL during rook-term. He knew 
all they had to do was to follow the trail of plaster he so liberally left behind. Brad was an avid sax honker 
in the band, but he showed his true colors on the sports field . 

The civy's future includes another two years at Roads in Compo Sci. and as few as possible as a Mars 
Bar. Good luck to whatever it is that crosses your path, Brad. " I don't know where your going, but I 
know you're on your way, bud." 

14575 
Ottawa, Ontario 

J. G. M. Hutcheson PILOT 
Eng.lPhys 

Hutch unwittingly turned up for BOTC in June 1980, tennis racquet in one hand, and a set of trumpet 
valves in the other, so that he could keep his hand in at his two favorite activities . 

However, despite the military-infractions on his time, Hutch has remained an ardent civvy at R2MC 
and has even found time to achieve first class honours as well as the much coveted position of deputy 
cadet band officer. Athletically, Hutch (I think his first name is Jim) was a formidable opponent in any 
sport, although he excels in all racquet sports, as many would be contenders will attest to . Unfortunate
ly, Hutch does tend to lift weights. But he has redeeming qualities in that he is seen with the occasional 
pretty girl. Seriously, Hutch has been one of the most popular characters at Roads, and will be sorely 
missed when he goes to RMC. From the members of the " RRDSGANG" comes a sincere best wishes for 
his future endeavors . 

14577 S. B. Johnston 
Kamloops, British Columbia 

CELE 
Eng.lHrs Math 

Once upon a first year there grew a small moustache. It stayed with him over the summer, where his 
French excursion led him into some peachy, D'n D adventures. Then, upon returning as a senior, his 
smile had grown to envelop a whole host of friends at a military college not far away. Much more than a 
mere legend to emerge from Irish folklore, this quiet. elusive junior later became Shannon George Brad
ford at large; and at six-foot-two and a half, he ain't no petit Prince. 

Still, he was kept extremely busy holding active memberships in the MCF, IVCF, CMC, etc. And yet, he 
always managed to set aside time for helping others. His cheerful greetings and easy going manner have 
marked his character this last year in particular. Of course, high marks and achievement have done well 
to serve Roads, and Sam will continue to grow from the experiences he's received in return . His 
boundless energy and friendliness will continue forever. Peace and Love! 

14582 
Nepean, Ontario 

N. R. Macdonald PILOT 
Appl.Sci 

For many, Neil epitomizes the Canadian Forces pilot : ever-cheerful, smiling, efficient, arrogant, and 
sometimes annoying (you're not making any friends, Neil). His dedication to flying is matched only by his 
lack of interest in academics (how many sups?) and devotion to his girlfriend (I love Waterlool) . 

In looking back over the last two years, Neil has fond memories of finding ways to get out of drill 
(even though he says, " The world did not end because Wisner must go on!!"). Thoughts of " duty" driv
ing during first and second year drill and Seattle's Jack In The Box quring Honour Guard, along with a cer
tain white Volkswagen will always stay with him. Almost as long as doing the dance for seven. 
Next year Neil plans to attend RMC during the week, and U of Waterloo on the weekends . 
Good Luck!! 



14619 R. J. Reeves 
Namaimo, British Columbia 

LORE 
Elec Eng. 

Roger Reeves, known to many as Wadja, (for his Browness in first year), may be seen out pradicing 
his favorite sport in any weather conditions. Running, Roger may be the only person to ever run in a 
cross country race in his bare feet and still complete it in the top 60 out of over 400 runners. To hear his 
pride and joy, makes one feel as if he were back at home listening to his mother sew, yes he drives a 
sewing machine on wheels. By seeing the condition of his bike one can begin to pity the LORE branch, 
but Roger figures his eledrical engineering degree will pull him through. Well, with all these good points 
one would think he had a great social life, but just try and mention wine and cheese around him and you 
will see how social he is . 

14076 
Morinville, Alberta 

D. J. Robinson MARE 
CompEng. 

Originally from Morinville, Alberta, Dan breezed through basic training with only a broken ankle to 
hinder him. Being a rook term spaz caused him to miss the month-end' recruit obstacle race. Not to be 
outdone, Dan decided to re-do first year and run the race with a fresh recruit class . An uneventful 
super-year was in store for Dan, save for a sweet, wonderful person named Crazy J. who proved to be 
detrimental to Dan's pure image. Taking the summer off, Dan returned to his new home in Vic and pur
sued a landscaping career with a major in Swedish blondes with barely distinguishable accents. Returning 
to second year from relative happiness left Dan a " worldly" individual. 

Dan enjoys parachuting, curling, and the pursuit of of his many musical talents. Mack flight will never 
be the same without his famous accordian recitals. Dan's aspirations include a Computer Engineering 
degree, and the opening up of new social frontiers at RMC in third year. 

14622 
Toronto, Ont. 

S. Ross MARS 
Bars 

Changes typifies Sinc's life here at Roads. He went from prisoner to bars, from Engineering to Arts, 
from Earth to MARS. Roads diversified secondary skills-international traveller, brewmaster and 
auto-wrecker. 

Perhaps his success was due to his four year rehearsal at Ridley; however, ingenuity has always been a 
cornerstone in his personality which is itself a collage, much like his room. Outstanding in Sine's ability are 
his many witty cynicisms and accute sense of humour and intelligent ability to always see more than the 
obvious. 

Sinc's interadion with foreign culture left him quite committed in the French programme here at Royal 
Roads with fond memories of J.C.'s, Delphi 's, and pepper. This achievement will not end here, but will 
continue, no doubt, in his naval job. He will advance always to the battle cry, " Are we not men, we are 
ADVO." 

14631 
Windsor, Ontario 

K. L. Steele LOG 
Econ.!Comm 

An eastern emigrant from Windsor Kevin quickly established himself as the master of deke, joining the 
rep sailing team and idling about on the parade square as a member of the band. He soon realized 
however that he could only achieve his true potential by becoming a troopie and joined Mack U's 
sparsely populated ranks. 

An ardent outdoorsman Kev fills his spare time with " learning to ski" trips to Mt. Washington and 
fishing trips to Comox. (Tell them about all the fish you have not caught yet Kev) Kevin has also been a 
mainstay of the rep sailing team enhancing his skills by sailing off the female populated banks of the 
Richileau River. 

Good luck in future endeavors Kev! May your course be true and sails perpetually full. 
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14632 
Paisly, Ontario 

S. Sukstorf MARS 
Eng.!MGMl 

"Socks" came to the little western town of Victoria from the thriving metropolis of Paisly (pop 1026-
1). He was in for a real shock when he decided to go home at Christmas and found his parents had mov
ed to Papua, New Guinea, but he returned from the deep jungle free of malaria, and with second class 
honours, certainly not with a shrunken head. 

His addiction to soccer left him the title of superspaz, (averaging 1 parade per semester) which meant 
he had to take one of his favorite classes-drill-by correspondence. This was a loss to both the soccer and 
drill teams. 

The keynote of "Sukyamamoto's" personality is his amiability - Simone gets along well with 
everyone. Always being quick with a joke or intelligent conversation, or smile, highlight his easy going 
personality. RRMC's loss will be RMC's gain. With personality as fuel, it ' ll be full steam ahead for you in 
the navy. Best o'Luck, Simone. 

14634 
Edmonton, Alberta 

F. B. lopp MARE 
Elec./Eng. 

'Devious' is the first word that comes to mind when one has to describe Topp(er). Outwardly calm 
and expressionless, he is constantly thinking of some way to realize the decadent deeds he plans 
Among his other traits are those of aceing exams after not studying (much to the chagrin of the rest of us 
academic mortals) and finding new ways to disguise the length of his hair. 

Along with being a scuba diver, band member, and heartthrob of countless Victorian nubiles, he is a 
member in good standing of the UCL, battling off the sweet enticement of military keenness supplied by 
his position as 2nd slate esc. 

Future plans include the expansion of his rather unique collection of records and the acquirement of 
his degree. Best of luck in all your endeavors! 

14638 S. H. V. Wallenburg 
Kelowna, British Columbia 

PLT 
Eng. 

Stevanovich Hendrikius Victoria Wallen burg, better known as Stimi, has certainly made his presence 
known at Royal Roads . His antics and sayings are used by all of his classmates. He can often be found try
ing to perfect his favorite hobby although some people may not find his hobby quite so interesting. 

Stiml, being president of the Playboy club, loves to scuba dive, ski and parachute. He can be found 
laying on the beach in Hawaii or flying down the ski slopes. This madman of the ski hills can often be 
found escaping the college to hit the slopes of Mt Whistler and visit hiS good buddy Black Jacque. 

Stimi is also a member of the college band. He IS often heard around the college tooting his horn " V
Z" is also an avid pilot and can often be seen strafing the college in his spare time After receiving a 
Mechanical Engineering degree from RMC Stlmi hopes to go on a career as a pilot. His ultimate goal is to 
get the front seat of a 747. Everyone at the college knows that he has enough propulsion to make it to 
the top. 

14639 
Selkirk, Manitoba 

S. H. Warsza MARS 
Ec/ Comm.!Hons 

Stan Warsza was given the nick name of 'Slav' due to his obvious ethnic origin. A disciple of the Mec
ca, he is always pumping weights or skipping rope. His interests in sports include scuba diving in Hawaii, 
to skiing at Whistler Mountain . Experienced at the art of rugby, that IS banging heads, and the art of 
karate Slav has kept himself busy. A member In the marching band and In the mess dinner band, has 
allowed him to taste the juices of plaYing for an Important dinner, as so have many other band 
members. 

First year was a good year for old Slav, who with the aid of a troubled sink , a beautiful prize was land
ed, at the envy of many college members. For more details, ask a 1980 Roadent. 

Second year saw him still with his prize and because of his obvious success, he was a man pursued for 
his " secret." He has done well in all aspects of college life and because of hiS great attitude, I'm sure, Will 
see success after success in his life as a professional officer and as a human being 



14530 
Annapolis Royal, N.S. 

A. Bryan INF 
Mil Stud 

Returning from a grand safari at CMR, Andy wasted no time In storming Roads with \'Im, Vigour and 
sonK Vibrations True to hIS Infanteer classification, he organIZed many expeditions Involving daring feats 
such as lumping out of perfectly serVICeable aircraft and scahng hefty pinnacles of rock 

Not being one to change hIS habits, Andy InSisted on baffling French and Calculus Profs again thIS year 
However he does show hIS prowess In PhySICS by solVing the PIT-RRMA equation to a maximum 
whenever he can Whether It be the classroom, the rifle range, OF S'x Mile House, one can always find 
Andy giving It hIS best shot 

A friend of Second and First Year ahke, he IS always Willing to give adVice on anything from stereos to 
soldiering Andy Intends to stay on at RR and become a Military Studies expert as well as a drill god Best 
of luck In your future studies, military or otherWISe 

14535 
Moosejaw, Saskatchewan 

J. H. Campbell AERE 
Eng. 

What does tall, thin and a Richie Cunningham face make you think ofl Yes, Jay Campbell Coming to 
us from Mooselaw (of all places), a true "civy," he learned to shed the old ways and become a leading 
figure at Roads 

When told he was to learn French at CMR, he thought long and hard arriving at the conclusion that 
there's no better way to learn French than in the arms of a lovely FrancalSe SurvIving the summer and 
being the keener that he IS, he pushed aSide hIS vacation to get back to Roads early, to the sounds of 
doubling feet and moaning rooks In hIS stead as first slate CSC 

Academically, Jay has shown himself to be a scholastiC WIZard achieVing the gold star (First class 
honours). Socially, despite hIS punk hairdos, Jay still manages to make a hit with the girls Jay IS one of 
those guys who excels at anything and everything he puts hIS mind to Makes you Sick, doesn't It I But we 
love him just the same Best of luck at that " other place" l 

14544 
Green Valley, Ontario 

P. J. Cyr MARE 
Civil Eng. 

Paul Cyr and Drill Machine have become rather synonomous terms around Roads In the past two 
years. They say if you put a quarter in him he'll go for an hour Paul dIStingUished himself as the authOrity 
in his field playing solo on the colour party and crushing hIS heel coming to attention ThIS put Paul on a 
cane and the Wing in hysterics. His blistering keenness brought Paul from a probationary pass at 
Chilliwack to 1st slate esc of Hudson 

Most of Paul's spare time IS spent either on the roof sun tanning or dOing a personal bag drive ThIS 
could a~count for hIS danCing like a nigger and winning the crossed clubs and crown (but nothing can ac
count for his drill vOice which must be heard to be believed) 

AcademICally, Paul IS always an authOrity on the work due tomorrow, but when the tests come 
around, poor old Paul always seems to get the short end of the stICk Next year thIS fiery FrancaIS Will 
move off towards the homeland and leave Doc Shurer In peace Best of luck Paul 

14554 
Kamloops, B.C. 

L. L. Embleton PILOT 
Elee. Eng. 

like all B.Cers, Larry is very proud of hIS province and lets everyone know It Being from B C, and stili 
living here has been a definite advantage over hIS eastern Oriented collegues Next year though things 
might be somewhat different 

Larry IS well known for hIS tripS to U B C and arranging blind dates for anyone who IS bold enough 
On the sports field he has always shown great skill Academically, he has maintained high second class 
honours In Engineering and Honours Math thIS With, apparently little effort HIS other Interests Include 
photography, sWimming, the air force and plaYing solitaire, the plaYing of which, to the amazement of 
hIS flight members has never adversely affected hIS marks even though he dliligently plays through exam 
routine and before mid-terms All In all Larry great addition to the fhght and has hved up to the high 
Hudstud standard 
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14596 
Ottawa, Ontario 

D.J. Milner ARMD 
Arts 

Dlno, ahas "Big D", Milner is a high flYing basketball player who likes fast cars, good looking women 
and partying This stud who won the Cross Clubs and Crown award tWice In hIS first year does hIS fair 
share of extra curricular activi ties For instance, he likes Jumping out of perfectly sound airplanes and 
twisting his knee when landing 

Dean was made CFSO first slate and almost attained Second Class Honours dUring that period HIS 
classification IS Armoured and from time to time you can he him screaming down the halls with hiS pro
totype model of a Leopard tank He will be gOing to R M C. next year where he will be taking EconomiCs 
and Commerce. AFTER having the longest long distance love affair In Roads Dean figures he Will hke get
ling back into adion in Kingston We wish him the best of luck In hIS military profession This character 
will be successful wherever he goes 

14599 
Ottawa, Ontario 

s. G. R. Monkhouse MARS 
Elee, Eng. 

Steve, haVing found in first year that rep sailing and the band were Just not enough, proceeded to 
also join the rep. waterpolo team in his second year. When not dOing sports, Steve can be found think
Ing up ways to obtain maximum enjoyment from hiS limited time . He qUickly put hiS theOries and spent 
adventure training scuba diVing In HawaII, or rather, sun tanning In HawaII 

Returning for the second semester, Steve through no fault of hiS own, was appointed ten section 
CSC, a postion, although he won't admit it, which was at the top of hIS priority list Steve having attained 
second class honours in his first two years at Roads IS off to RMC next year where he Will continue hIS 
study In eledrlcal engineering 

14602 
Burlington, Ontario 

D. P. Mulders PILOT 
Compo Sci. 

Don came to R2 from Burlington and he was soon to make hiS mark on the mighty mllcol He placed 
highly In academic CIrcles In hiS first year while he took the year off from the " belles filles" keeping In 
mind the grand hunting expiation to come at CMR He reahzed though, that something was lacking upon 
hiS return to R2, and It was then that he deCided to take up the anCient art of the bagpipes on the 
grounds that It was useful In clearing the mind It workedl He became an academiC genius and yet never 
seemed to do any work I 

USing a process which Involved Informal logic, he deCided that Since both Space Invaders and aircraft 
use microprocessors, he should stay at Royal Roads for the new Computer SCience degree He IS also 
planning to patent hiS logical deduction process Because of hiS affinity for hehcopters, It IS already 
becoming known as the D P Mulders Eggbeater Reduction Equation In any case, happy landing Don, 
and don't forget the landing gear 

14062 
Coquitlam, B.C. 

P. Munro MARE 
Elect. Eng. 

Pete has been at Roads now for three years We stili believe he stayed the extra years because he 
loves the girls and the skIIng, which he believes IS far better In B C. LIVing In Conqultlam, he makes It hiS 
pit stop between V,dOrian and the slopes of WhIStler Mour,taln All he needs now IS a yellow Corvette 

Pete has made academiCS number one In hiS last year at the college and as a result IS dOing really well 
But for Pete there IS always room for a httle b-ball PlaYing basketball, he acqUired the nickname " Hulk" 
from his manner of shooting the ball With such brute force. Hulk 's brute force didn't end With basketball, 
he made It to the fina ls of the Wing wrestling competllion 

Pete plans to finish off hiS next two years at RMC taking Electical Engineering After college he plans to 
spend some time In Combat Systems Engineering aboard one of Canada's finest destroyers Best of 
Luck 



14602 
Edmonton, Alberta 

CJ. Murray PILOT 
Eng Mang. 

Upon hIS arrival at Royal Roads from far and distant lands, Colin John Murray was christened " Furry " 
Furray soon lived up to the social expectations of the Hudstuds. Having many girl problems, near and far, 
only served to help Colin develop hiS true potential Military keenness prevailed In first year and as a 
result. " Murphy" was honoured by a second slate bar position. CSC no less. Athletldy, Colin has never 
failed to win his crossed clubs and his fierceness on the sports field is equally by none. This was obVIOUS 
as he was a triumphant winner in the Wing wrestling match. Colin also has a taste for adventure being a 
member of the flying and parachute club. His sharp eye has also helped the Royal Roads Rifle Team to 
win several important competitions. 

Eventually, Murphy's mustachioed will be seen in the alrforce as his true Inspirations include becoming 
a pilot. Good luck Furray! 

14604 
Sardis, R.C 

R. D. Myrah AERE 
Compo Sci 

Rob, hailing from Sardis as he does, found Victoria a different if not boring surprise. Rob is also an ac
complished mariner, piloting the SS Myrah through the traffic around Victoria (without an aCCident)! 
When not boating, Rob enjoys playing squash and avoiding work . Also, he is a founding member of the 
rep. D'nD team (deking 'n dodging) and can usually be found during rep . sports indoors, warm, dry and 
out of shape. Bad habits? Rob's got a lot of them, too many to list here. Good habits? He has them 
somewhere but he keeps them well hidden. This summer Rob goes for " air force appreciation" (ie mess 
life) and then to Greenwood for a two month paid vacation. Being a staunch member of the famed 
(notorious) Hud'studs, Rob still insists that they can win IMs. Rob plans on returning to Roads and study 
the new Compo Sci. and Physics degree. Rob has been noted for his foolish behaviour on occasion. 
Good luck in the future. 

14672 
Petawawa, Ontario 

C S. Smith MILE 
Eng. Mang. 

Chris came to us from Petawawa with a tiger in his tank and a bayonet in his teeth. Now hiS tiger has 
been stuffed and mounted by his barmen and his bayonet is lost among his collection of ankle boots and 
shoes. Chris has enjoyed his stay here in " God's own country," so much so that he doesn't want to go 
back to his home land, Ontario . That little special someone will have to come out here because he 
doesn't want to leave. 

Chris has been active in flight sports; he is a great asset In broomball and hockey. Chris's other ac
tivities include his coin collection (don't ask him for change for a dollar, he doesn't have it). His motorcy
cle less muffler also takes up a lot of his time and interest. It also captures the attention of the commis
sionaires and the SOC&MT. Best of luck in the future at RMC. 

14640 
Vancouver, R.C 

T. L. Williams MARE 
Elee. Eng. 

Tommy, as he is affectionately known by his family, has so far survived for two years at Royal Roads 
The only redeeming quality that we can find In Tom IS the fact that he drives a Ford, and despite two 
years of French he still pronouces Gatlneau (0) as Gati " new." Tom is a masochist as he wants to apply 
for Elec. Eng. at RMC, voluntarily Tom, true to his nature, seeks a career as a Combat Systems Engineer, 
the quickest job in the Navy. Going to RMC has its disadvantages. He won't be able to go home every 
weekend or see his wench Heather. Well that's just too ... badl Tom's fellow Hudstuds wish him the 
best of luck at his endeavors at RMC. 
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14518 M . R. Audet CELE 
North Bay, Ontario 

Maurice's hfe at RR started one cold North Bay day when he Inadvertently took shelter In a recrUiting 
office Finding himself in sunny Chilliwack, Audl got off on the 'right' foot by being Platoon Commander 
of his crack French squad (being one of seven Frenchmen who survived the ordeal of BOTC) for gradua
tion Audi, better known as the 'unknown cadet' managed to sleep his way through first year and being 
one of the Animal's frogs was off to CELE phase II. Upon returning to RR, Audl practiced the skills he had 
mastered during the summer, constantly spending study hours setllng up commlinks avec une petite 
alme a North Bay. 

Mauriece is off to RMC next year to discover communal living and study engineering when he's 
awake 

14522 
North Bay, Ontario 

N. D. Bell AERE 
Elec. Eng. 

After years of hectic partying and womanizing, Storm'n Norm decided it was time to get serious. 
Utilizing his vast militia experiences Norm (Knld!!) casually strolled hIS way through BOTC A member of 
Lasalle's famous II section charge team, Norm panicked his way to first class honours as a rook. Norm's 
incredible hatred for dust led him the auspicious position of first slate esc, but that wasn't enough 
responsibility for him; as Pres. of the CAS! club Norm led his numerous followers on many an ill-fated 
trip. Academics were not Norm's only strong point (his backll) as he excelled as a rugby player, skier 
and swimmer. The highlight of Norm's social life was finding his one true love, a brand new Mazda GLC 
In Norm's own words, " A pretty exciting guy, huh!. " However, Norm leaves his car behind this summer 
- he's off to Germany to find a real woman - a helicopter. Norm plans a reunion with his stereo next 
year when he's off to RMC to study ELECT ENG. 

14525 
Owen Sound, Ontario 

R. Bowes ARMOUR 
Arts 

Rick is best known for his fiery red hair and matching temper. He is famous for an incident in frist year 
when he slammed a door through a door jamb when told about a Sunday morning duty squadron. 
Because of this and other feats of strength, Rick was made the second slate sports officer for LaSalle 
flight. 

Rick played on the Roads hockey team for his two years, easily taking the title of " the smallest player. " 
He also participated in the karate club, much to the chagrin of his roommate, who he used for pradice. 

Rick will move closer to his hometown of Owen Sound, Ontario next year by going to RMC for third 
year. He hopes to show his academic prowess in the honours political and economic science degree 
program. 

Good Luck! 

14528 
Plantagenet, Ontario 

J. G. Brasseur INF 
Eco. 

Gilles Brasseur, our token Frenchman from the huge and overpopulated town of Plantagenet, On
tario, arrival in Chilliwack in a somewhat unsuspecting manner, expecting only to do a little camping and 
hiking. He was rather surprised and often lost with military life as a member of 15 Plantoon. ArriVing at 
Roads, Gilles became a dominant personality in Lasalle flight , setting on numerous occasions, trends in 
fashion and speech. 

Gilles made his presence known on the sports feild as a rep team rugby player in first year, a rep team 
hockey player in second year and an avid skier in the ski club. Although Gilles skiing style may be ques
tionable on the slopes, there is no doubt that once the 'snow frog ' adopts the famous 'Brasseur tuck' he 
is the fastest object on the hill. Gilles will be departing Roads this year, if he can bear to part with his bed, 
for RMC to follow a degree program in the disipline of economics. 



14529 
Homestead, Florida 

C. T. Brooks MARS 
Ec &Comm 

'BrookSie' comes to us from the swamps of Florida , or Toronto, depending on the season Tim was 
rather upset when he found out that RRMC didn 't have a rep figure skating team, so to fill hIS time, he 
switched to a Similar sport - rugby He's been a conSistent member on the team for the past two years, 
partiCipating In the USAFA lime fiasco 1981 He's stili sporting the scars from that one 

In additIOn to !N1cnfiCing himself each Sunday on the rugby pitch, Tim has pursued another love these 
past two years-scuba diVing Straight from the balmy waters of Florida , Tim took a dive Into near zero 
temperatures for the Canada's first NAUllce-dlvlng course In Prince George, Just after ChrIStmas 

Next year, Tim plans to try honours Economics and commerce at RMC AJI of Tim's friends are looking 
forward to thIS and the parties In Toronto 

Best of luck, Rastus
' 

14532 
Cosmopolitan Canadian 

D. S. Cameron MARS 
Hon Ec. Poli Sci. 

Due to obscure origins, Don has been called the Cosmopolitan Canadian and hIS cool wordly SOphIStica
tion and mISinterpreted by hIS poetic CSC as ' lackadaISical ' 

Don established himself early winning hIS crossed clubs and gOing on to become 2nd slate CSC # 1 of 
La!N1l1e Flight When he ISn' t urging hIS charges to greater heights of 'Animalistic' endeavors he can be 
found on or under the water as Captain of the Salling Team and a dedicated SCUBA diver An aspiring 
naval officer, Mr. Cameron often eluCidates the finer pOints of naval leadership to hIS land-ops acquain
tances after thoroughly landlubber activities like speeding about on a bright new Honda motorcycle with 
which he is having amourous relations. Don's other obseSSion (beSides the sea, hIS bike, and himself) IS 
academe and he plans to pursue hermitage at RMC by subJecting himself to the rigors of the Honours 
PolitiC and Economic SCience degree 

14534 J. D. A. Campbell 
Yellowknife, N.W .T. 

John is known as our reSident Eskimo Relations Consultant being from Yellowknife 
member of the wing and no one can say he has Simply fallen Into the background 

MARS 
Eng. 

He IS a untque 

Athletically, John has done well at Roads. He has developed Into a main part of the rep volleyball team 
although leave dress has been known to get In hIS way He has also played several games with the rep 
hockey team and cross clubs were always within hIS reach 

Socially, John has also reached new peaks Many girls have come and gone In John's life, but MISS 
Perfect IS still to be discovered-along with reality some guys never stop dreaming 

Militarily, John is known by members of the military staff. 
Academically, he is still here 
Only after graduating from his naval training will John's potential for admlral,ty be recognized For to

day John's goal in life is to work for the weekends 
Good luck Johnny 
p.s This write-up was censored for the benefit of hIS parents . 

14005 S. M . Craig 
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont. 

INF 
BADM 

Scott came to Royal Roads with much behind him. He spent five years in Army Cadets, was a SCUBA 
instructor, and a ten year master of that 'Instrument of Instruments' - the bagpipes, all before he arriv
ed here. He found himself a new member of Lasalle Flight 'Animals' (no doubt because of hIS dealings 
with cats). But not for long did Scott remain there - after Christmas he stormed hIS way Into the books 
of Mil Col hIStory and became the first (and probably only) first year barman (cadel Pipe MaJor) So up 
there on the Poop Deck, he!N1t in glory. 

Scott has kept himself busy in other areas beSides the pipe band .- on the Cross Country Team and 
with the SCUBA Club DUring military training thIS New Year, did Scott go to HawaII with other SCUBA 
divers I No way - he went up Island and smashed hIS way through Ice to go for a dive 

Scott must have really enJoyed French training at the Infamous CMR, because he plans 10 return there 
to complete studies towards a Bachelor of Admlnslratlon 
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14542 G. A. M . Crewe 
Langley, British Columbia 

MARE 
Elec. Eng. 

Tony is better known at Roads as the college 'Crewe Bank' and 'Mr. Fixit : If he isn't repairing so
meone's vehicle he will be found rewiring a room or tampering with a television set or stereo. 

Tony's contribution to the band program has allowed a strong triangle section. Although he can't read 
music, he knows the names of several popular disco groups. 

Tony's naval interests extend to his participation in the sailing team on which he is an active member 
throughout the year. Tony thoroughly enjoys the odd binges associated with regattas at Roads As a 
matter of fact, twenty-one day 'parties' are not unknown to him. 

When Tony isn't reading, he can be seen filling in for the waterpolo team part time, or breaking land
speed records on his motorcycle. Tony will be spending the summer basking in the Florida sun con
templating whether or not the next term at RMC as an electrical engineer. 

14587 
Belleville, Ontario 

M. A. R. Mawson LORE 
Engineering 

Coming from metropolitan Belleville, and being one of the elite graduates from the University of 
Belleville, Mark had little difficulty adjusting to the geography of Roads. 

Mark was a member of the CASI club, vice-president of the Royal Roads chapter of Save the Trees 
club, an active member of the Military Christian Fellowship, and a member of the victOriOUs and elite rep 
whaler pulling. Yet Mark's most common territory was infront of a desk puzzling away at Mohr's Circle 
and Doc Schruer's mystical black box, and explaining calculus short cuts to those coming from British 
Columbia high schools. Mark plans to become a specialist in the field of computers and we wish " Shark" 
the best of luck in the future. 

14591 
Brampton, Ontario 

A. Z. I. Mech ARTY 
Eng. 

Not wanting to abuse the the Canadian tax payer, Andre came on the 'pay as you play' program at 
Disneyland West. Being a polish bred rebel, Andzjekow Mech came from Brampton, Ont. to toy With 
BOTC 

Upon returning to his beloved RR Mecker immediately sat down to the task of planning many ski club 
escapes back into reality as president of the Ski Club. As well as an excellent skier, Mecker's negative 
bouyancy made him famous for playing rep waterpolo from the bottom of the pool. Uncle Andre's 
lifetime interest in hydrogen led him to proficiency in the exchange of gases. After his Arty phase training 
this summer, Andre plans to take his non-over kill academiC side-show to RMC to study 'MECH' Eng 

14595 
Chilliwack, B.C. 

G. Miller INFANTRY 
Arts 

A native of Chilliwack and not one for leaving home, Gregoire did BOTC in his own backyard . Greg's 
first claim to fame was being the fantest rook to get on 'spaz.' 

Knees Miller" put his injuries to good use by doubling his artsman spares and racking his way through 
sports periods Soon recovered from his operation " Magic Miller" went to work for the rep basketball 
team, unfortunately missing many a beloved honour g~ard or parade. Perhaps Greg's artsman training 
turned him into a virtual walking encyclopedia, an endless source of trivia . Greg's CMR experiences 
caused him to return to RR as a 2nd year still inebriated. Greg's grunt instincts made him a natural for the 
President of the shooting club. Changing his name to " Gazelle" he joined the rep volleyball team to 
learn new methods of destroying his knees. Greg was a true drill God costing staff at least three cases of 
beer and a couple of new FN's. Greg leaves behind a trail of broken hearts as he is off to Gagenam to 
grunt and continue doing what ever Artsman do. 



14597 
Peterborough, Ontario 

J. E. Moloney MARE 
Eng. 

Hailing from " Peter Patch" Ontario, the land of shining waters, John " hooker" Moloney was a natural 
for Lasalle Flight. Old man Moloney's vast experience at V of T made him a smug member of the famous 
II Section chain gang and earned him an honorary membership In the U C L. Hooker lived up to hIS name 
both on and off the rugby team where he used hIS odd bodily weight distribution In the serum and 
shoWIng divine interest in " celestial bodies" on the dance floor 

John's claim to fame is hIS prize posession, a pink '63 Dodge christened - (among other popular 
names) - " Pigmobile", which managed to safely carry the Lasalle Animals to many of hooker'S famous 
Three Squadron beach parties, John will be remembered at UVic for his flair in coordinating the Rep
Skylark team's efforts in decorating the " Student Union Building." 

Next year, hooker is off to Ralph's Meet Counter to settle down (,!I) With " Boomer", study Moose 
Eng. and open the " Lasalle Commune." 

14600 
Nepean, Ontario 

K. Moore CIVI 
Eng. 

A proud citizen of Nepean. Ontario, Kenny 'cruised' through BOTC obviously on hIS way too a 
glorious military career. His grave concern for military matters led him to rook term breakfast, luncheon 
and dinner appointments with 'Pappa' . Bagging it during first year Ken well deserved hIS most Improved 
athlete award . Hot summer nights at CMR turned Ken into a great advocate for female cadets In the 
CMCs. A natural 'keener', Kenny returned heavy-hearted to vent his frustration upon poor Lasalle 
rooks as a first slate esc for losing his vacation . Ken's claim for fame is being the first RR cadet to blow 
an entire paycheque on stamps. Ken was well known for his nocturnal expeditions during hIS endless 
search for an AUTOVON link to RMC. Ken's future includes a PMQ in Kingstone, a degree In MECH 
ENG, and the grand opening of (Ken's Towing.') 

14601 D. W.Morley PLT. 
St. Catharines, Ontario Compo Eng. 

Everybody thinks that Doug is a true-blue-die-hard pilot, but unknown to many Doug is really a grunt 
at heart. This has been proven by his rank of RSM In his cadet regiment (7 years worth) and the little tin 
wings he wears with pride. 

When it comes to sports Doug has always put out a minimal amount of effort; how he consistently 
gets his crossed clubs, and how he was a member of the rep. soccer team, nobody knows . He also 
played a few games with the elite rep . hockey team, claiming that he could skate real fast. Unfortunately 
he could neither stop, turn, or handle the puck . (great target for 3 PPCLI commandos). 

Doug will be spending his summer in Portage (if he passes) we are sure he will do well , from there he 
moves on to RMC for his Computer Engineering degree. Best of luck & take care. 

14633 
Winnipeg, Man. 

P. T.Todd PILOT 
Mech. Eng. 

Pat Todd, a man doomed to shuttle between IllUSion and reality, only he knows which is which, a man 
trapped in the, TWilight Zone. With a little help Pat has settle down to Roadslife gaining his crossed clubs 
and excelling as the Royal Roads Piccolo Section. He also holds the dubiOUS honor of being the Wing's 
most charged man. 

A member of the rep. Waterpolo team he IS also an active member of the Para , SCUBA, and Sklng 
Clubs. As well as buying a car Pat's other great contribution to his friends lives was founding the U c.L. 
of which he has been named president for life. Phase 2 Pilot in Portage Will bring Pat close to home again 
and the majority of the summer will see him in Europe on the Grand Tour No matter how or where we 
find him, counting his millions in Switzerland or propped up against a lamppost outside Le Vieux St Jean, 
he will always have the best wishes of his friend from Royal Roads 
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14637 
Ladner, R.C. 

G. P. Veresehagin INF. 
Milstuds. 

Gord came to Lasalle flight from the thriving metropolis of Ladner, B.C. He surged through fi rst year 
arts to head to CMR and a summer at Je'S. lC'S must have helped because Cord gained his blue leaf 
upon his return to Roads. Never one to be a member of the vaunted 400 dub Cord stili drove the body 
on the sports field occasionaly being sent from the field for his aggressiveness. Gord's best friends at 
Roads were our gradous drill staff. His love for the Sergeant-Major was never lost . As all members of 
Lasalle flight know, Cord was an avid partier, always enjoying a night down at decks with the boys (and 
the girls). Not one for rep. sports, Gord can always be found behind a Dungeon Master's screen plotlng 
the fate of the Dungeons and Dragons club. Intent on a career in the infantry, (with a cushy job in Vic
toria) Cord heads off to Gage Nam this summer to pass the time in the New Brunswick jungle just to 
return to Roads for Milstuds' . Best of luck Cord. 

14531 
Moose Nose, Sask. 

S. T. Jet joe PILOT 
RADM 

Known to the rooks and second year as "the funny kid with a big nose," Snoop came to R2 hOi out of Dalsyhlll Prep, 
determined to uphold good ol'Saskatchewan's honour Although Roads went against the grain of most Sask buds, 
Snoops stayed with It, managing to pull off fourth class honours, (a "pass" to the rest of us) without dropping 
Econorrucs, a true (nst year Artsman CMRS almost proved to be too much for him, though, as he was always off woo· 
Ing French girls In chansons-bones and dnnklng root beer Insled of Blue HIS Champ buds InSIsted he return to Roads, 
especially SInce he owed us aU beaucoup money 

Snoop spent most of first term idling away as Prez of the FlYing Club, (an excuse to wear a leather Jacket off college, 
no doubt) and plaYing WWI wargames After successful Chnstmas exams, he returned as esc, stnklng qualms of mirth 
Into the hearts of the rooks Snoop was a good Influence on the Juniors, though, diligently studYing (national lampoon) 
on away weekends and never dnnklng more than two or three (cases) on Thurdsay night study ses~ons on the Q
Deck Wad a guy 

lured by the blere de roote and les belles filles, thiS future Hornet dnver's off to OAR Good luck, Snoop, hope you 
catch that Baron 

M0189 
Alma,PQ 

Martin Gagne AERE 
Elect Eng. 

Martin joined the CAF in 1973 as a CS Tech. He spent the next seven years going back and forth bet
ween St. Jean, Borden and CFB Uplands including a two year stint as m instructor at CFSAOE 

There can be no doubt that Martin did a good lob In hIS old trade by way of comparison With this last 
two years at RRMC. His conscientious work has earned him a quite good scholastic record . 

During his time at the college Martin has represented 4 SQN in many college events including wing 
wrestling, unarmed combat, Nelles' Cup and the Colour-Guard. He actively supported all the UTPM 
functions as well as enthusiastically participating In TGIF . He has been a conSistent 400 club member and 
for one term Martin kept us all in line as a CSTO An often heard comment from the wing has been, 
" have you seen Gagne's boots? " 

Martain and his family are looking forward to the move to RMC to continue his studies In electrical 
engineering and so he can x-country ski again . 

M0195 
Montreal, Quebec 

R. Husiuk MARE 
Appl. Sci. 

Roman joined the Canadian Forces in 1971 as a signalman in the Navy. He chose the Navy because he 
wanted to see the world and dUring his posting to HMCS Preserver he did just that (at least part of It ) 

He took a ships' diving course, which he liked so much that it launched him Into hIS second career. In 
1974 he was selected for remuster to a small elite group known as the Clearance Divers, and In the spr
ing of 75 Roman was presented With his clearance diVing dolphins 

While serving with the Fleet Diving Unit (Atlantic) for 5 years, he became Interested in the UTPM 
program. 

Roman and Thelma (hIS Wife) arrived at RRMC in Sept. 1980, and while Roman was launching himself 
into his third career, Thelma was busy giving birth to Roman Jr . (Nov, 1980). 

Roman plans to move to CMR where he plans to take their Computer System degree and from there 
go on to become a MARE (CSE) Officer 

-



M01% 
Grand Falls, Nfld. 

G. B.lvany CELE 
Elec Eng. 

Gavin JOined the Canadian Forces In the spring of 1973 and spent successful tours at CFS Moosonee, 
CFS Goose Bay, and CFS Gander Three postlngs like these, In a row, would have forced anybody else 
to retire early Gavin, however, is a 'Newfie' and he was determined to see the west coast - of 
Canada, not Newfoundla nd ApplYing for UTPM seemed to be the only way! 

When the shock of a new life at Royal Roads (ak a Shangra La PaCific) finally wore off, Gavin settled 
down to a carefree, happy-go-lucky existence with hIS wife and three children Academically, he has 
done very well, much to his own amazement! 

Alas! He will have to sat satiate his desires by becoming a successful CELf officer In hIS country's ser
vICe. GaVin plans a move eastward this summer to pursue an engineering degree at RMC We WISh him 
all the best In his future endeavours. 

M0197 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 

C. L. Mayor CELE 
Elec Eng. 

Connie 10lned the Canadian Armed Forced as a musician in 1975 Following her recruit training In Cor
nwallis she was transfered to the Canadian Forces School of MuSIC at Naden B.C She had the opportuni
ty to travel all across Canada and overseas as a member of the Naden band, to which she was posted In 
1976. 

As it can be testified through her frequent change of hat badges and collar dogs, Connie has had a 
rather unusual carreer pattern . She came to Shangrl La (Royal Roads) In April 1980 from the rank of 
Sargeant, dassified for a while to AERE, and finally realized that CELE was the only claSSification which 
would enable her to extend her horizons to their limit 

Since entering the UTPM program in April 1980, Connie had done extremely well She has maintained 
Since her first semester at RRMC a first class honour standing, and was awarded the Governor General 's 
Bronze Medal, a first for a UTPW in the history of all CMC's . 

Connie will be leaving Royal Roads In the fall to continue her studies In Electrical Engineering at RMC 

M0198 
St. Catharines, Ont. 

D. McPherson AERE 
Compo Eng. 

Deb comes from a semi-<;ervice background. (Her mother wore army boots - WWII vintage) She 
entered the CF in 1973 as a metal technician. After an eight month course In beautiful CFB Borden, she 
was let loose on Trenton, her first posting. She spent the next five years there working on Boelngs and 
Hercs except for a six month sight-seeing tour with the 73rd Service Battalion In Egypt and a viSit to the 
Montreal OlympICS With the Van Doos 

Deb was only with 413 Squadron in Summerside for a year before she was accepted to the UTPM 
programme. During her time here Deb has gathered concluSive evidence that she IS no drill goddess 
something she has always suspected . 

After confusing the computor at Roads for two years, Deb IS moving on to see who Will become 
frustrate and blow a circuit first - her or the computer at RMC 

MOl99 
Taber, Alta. 

A. Schaafsma LORE 
Comm. 

" Lex" was born and raised In Taber, Alta Deciding that a career In farming was not for him he 10lned 
the Armed Forces In 1971 as a Vehicle TechniCian. After completing hIS Initial training In CFB CornwallIS 
and CFB Kingston, his first posting was to 1 Service Batallion, CFB Calgary In 1972 he was to meet and 
marry hIS Wife Joan. 1975 brought an all expense paid trip to Egypt With the United National Emergency 
Force II 

Shortly after his return to Canada, Lex was posted to CFB Baden-Soelhngen, West Germany Lex ap
plied for the UTPM program and was accepted In April 1980. He found the return to the books difficult 
at first but made a credible showing 

ThIS fall It IS off to RMC where he Will study Commerce, and try to break Into the line-up of their 
broomball team 
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M 201 
Stirling, Scotland 

J. Sobieraski CELE 
Arts 

Jon became a member of the Canadian Armed Forces in 1969. After completing his training as a radio 
techicien at CFSCEE Kingston, Jon was posted to CFS Lac SI. Denis in La Belle Province. His marriage to 
Sharon in 1974 made it a most memorable posting . 

The new family then spent four busy years in Lahr, West Germany where Jon completed his first year 
in a University of Manitons Arts program. 

Jon applied for and was accepted into the UTPM program in March 1980 while serving with the Lord 
Strathcona 's regiment in Calgary. After a mandatory vacation In CFB Chilliwack, he moved his three 
ladies, Sharon, Angela and Paula to a new lifestyle in sunny Victoria . 

If you can not find Jon in the UTPM room in his spare time you might find him slamming a squash ball 
around for the college rep team or playing house with his kids . 

Jon is looking forward to third year in RMC. 

M0202 P. J. R. C. Tasse 
Montreal, Quebec 

LOG (LAND) 
Admin 

In January 1973, after a frustrating three year tenure as a stevedore for the C.P.R., Mr. Pierre Tassi> 
became SDT Tassi>. Having joined the CF In French, Pierre underwent his basic training at BFC St Jean 
qualifying himself to proudly join his new regiment, the 2R22R; beller known as " the Van doos " 

In 1974 Pierre was sent to Ismailia of Egypt where after a brief stay, went on to better things, such as 
the Golan Heights. Upon returning to Canada, he decided to do three things; go to night school, get 
married, and get a remuster. Pierre went to Quebec High, married Sharon, and became a member of 
the backbone of the CF, a Supply Technician. In 1976 he was transferred to CFB Ottawa (S) where he at
tended Carleton University part-time. 

After spending 2 years at RRMC and with both his two children, Matthew and Kathryn, along with his 
wife and his studies and having also to hold down the part-time job of CSTO, it has brought joy in his 
heart at the thought of CMR next year where he can send most of his troubles to his in-laws in Montreal. 
It is in CMR that Pierre shall go for his ADMIN Degree and try and play Rep Broomball. 

M0203 
Montreal, Que. 

M . Tremblay CELE 
Elect Eng and Hrs Math 

Michel went to college in Montreal in 1974 until he joined the C.A.F. in July of 76. He was trained to 
be a marine engineering mechanic. His first real posting was to HMCL Alhabaskan He stayed with her 
until his selection for the UTPM program in 1980. 

'Mike' was a private when he request thiS program. He was promoted to corporal only four days 
before he left the ship for RRMC. 

He feels that the navy is a good place to be but he decided that he needed a change. So he is going to 
be a communication and electronic officer. 

M0204 
Kitchener, Ont. 

R. Wilson CELE 
Comm. 

Rory's enrollment at Royal Roads in the summer of 1980 marked the first since his enlistment in 1972 
that he had been posted outside of the confines of CFB Kingston . Fortunately, any notions of boredom 
which he may have harboured were alleviated by a posting to 1 CSR, a three month stint in the Middle
East, and a swan in Boston. 

We welcomed Rory to Royal Roads shortly thereafter, and he was estatlc over the fact that one could 
actually golf here during the winter months. Unfortunately, he was not too pleased when he eventually 
pulled his driver out of his golf bag and discovered that his wood had rotted away. 

Rory did very well in his first academic year and he received the Humanities and Social Sciences book 
prize for his efforts, and during the second semester of his second year he was the squadron 's CSA. As 
for the future, it seems as though Rory 's destiny will finally be In the hands of RMC. 
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College Services 
Our Whitewash, Paint 'n Run People 

Anywhere, Anytime - Plan Ahead 

Our Gardeners . .. Our Fun & Recreation People ... 

Our Movers ... 

. . . If You're Moving Your Castle Don't 
Leave Those Good Times, Grounds and 
Cannon Behind 
- Call Us Now 



MAXWELL'S 
BARBER 
SHOP 

Northwest Corner 
Goldstream at 

Sooke Rd. 

J6«ll • 
foLJff8D TRAVEL lTD. 

COL .... 'UIA 1f1S 1 .. 1£ II. ;)Jr."" r.J lit> rJ)(l""P'i1ug 
WlCTOI" I... YII 1V1 'C 
CAiaDa, (114) 471-1"1 

ROYAL COLWOOD GOLF AND COUNTRY CLUB - 629 Goldstream 478 ·9591 
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'tl" (the bike rack) 
VICTORIA, B.C. 

733 B. Goldstream 
478-7311 

Rick Pope Tom Large 
All Kinds of Bikes 

Repairs - Parts - Accessories 

Congratulations 
1982 

Graduates! 

Bob Strong & Staff 
The Royal Bank of Canada 

Colwood Branch 

Service the Colwood Area 
For Over 25 Years 

#3-1905 Sooke Rd. 478-1791 
Victoria, B.C. V9B-IV8 

THE ORIENT 

.;::::::& J 1411 Government 

- . 
- I J .~' , . • . I __ • 

Street 

383-6223 
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COLWOODINN 

Your 'Friendly 
Neighbourhood Pub' 

Langford Jewellers (1977) Ltd. 
".Jeweller;' for all occaSIOns" 
• Bulova 
• Seiko 
• Siffari Rings 
• Watch and Jewellery Repairs 
• Engraving 
• Appraisals 

Ph . 478-6321 
766 Goldstream, 
Westbrook Mall 
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One-stop 
banking 
six days 
a week ... 

W 
WESTCOAST SAVINGS 

CREDIT UNION 

... and a 
complete 
range of 

insurance. 

W 
WESTCOAST SAVINGS 

INSURANCE SERVICES LTD 
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Com~liments of 

lne ~x·Ca~~ Clu~ 

Royal Military College 

Royal Naval College of Canada 

Royal Canadian Naval College 

Clu~ ~es Anciens 

1876 to date 

1911 to 1922 

1942 to 1946 

Royal Canadian Naval-Royal Canadian Air Force Services 

College 1947 

Royal Roads Military College 

College Militaire Royal de Saint-Jean 

1948 to date 

1952 to date 
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Montague BRIDGMAN Ltd. 
Chilla Cywtal Giltl 

.s VICTORIA'S OLDEST AND LARGEST Ii SPECIAl'STS" CH"A AND CRYSTAL 

650 Fort 383-0821 

ROYAL ROADS 
GARDEN CENTRE 

1945 Sooke Rd, 
Colwood 
478-0713 
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Let us now meet these Cartier men 
Men of much showing. 
For their schooling continueth 
And their sports continueth 
For some the corrections continueth 
To create that greater than their knowing. 

Some whim and unknown urge 
Took us from our mothers, 
Flung us on this rainy shore 
(What nice gardens by the shore.) 
What nice birds by the shore.) 
'Mid two hundred brothers. 

Here we met with famous men 
Set in office o'er us; We doubled to move 
ourselves, 
Daily with ourselves, 
We panicked to our song 
For the love they bore us. 

This we learned from famous men, 
Knowing not its uses; 

When they said with daily kit 
One must finish his daily kit 
Without excuses. 

This we learned from famous men, 
Teaching within our halls, 
That it was definitely best, 
Safest, easiest and best -
Expeditious, wise and best 
To obey one's seniors. 

Some time within the future, 
To bear a greater burden, 
Set to serve the men we'll rule, 
(Save he serve, no man may rule) 
Serve and love the men we'll rule, 
Seeking praise nor reward. 

This we learned from famous men, 
Knwoing not we learned it, 
Only, as the years go by 
Lonely, as the years go by 
The easier we'll discern it. 



Cartier Flight 

BACK ROW: R. Werner, R. Stewart, C. Deyo, K. Bell, D . Allin , P. Peril, T. Robb, T. Giles, J. Howes, S. Gable, P. 
Mountford. MIDDLE ROW; W. Truelove, S. Borland, R. Bourassa, J. Mooney, T. Pascal, D. Mulholland, G. Parkin
son, T. Fowler, S. Howard, K. Forsythe, P. Goddard. FRONT ROW: K. O 'Brien, E. Gallagher, J. Pedde, A. Pierce, D. 
Roberts, J. Cade, C. Chorny, S. Picard, G. Kramer, R. Quinn, K. Bokovay, G. Pankiw. 
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Fraser Flight 
(Check One) 

Fraser Flight __ Flaser Fright __ that in
credible good looking group of guys on the 
first floor was __ by far __ by popular vote 
__ by bribery and subversion the top flight 
in the Wing. Not only did it come top in 
__ sports __ keenness __ Williment 
__ all of the above but it also managed to 
survive __ Wednesday morning drill 
__ Wednesday night at the Six Mile and/ or 
Colwood. Known as __ the good times 
flight __ the Fraser Raiders Mike's 
Marauders, Fraser put their superhuman 
athletic abilities __ their good looks and 
charm __ their flight fund to good use in the 
topping of 1M sports. 



Fraser Flight 

Flight Records 
Jimmy Holden had the highest PT score in the 

flight, getting a 477 in November. 
Michael 'Spazz' Armstrong managed to pull off a 

PT score of 150, the lowest in the flight. 
Mike O'Rourke has the distinction of being the 

1st recruit out of the block on the last day of 
Recruit Term. 

This year the Spazz award goes to Brad Smith, 
with Steve Maddison, Dave Weger and Michael 
Armstrong as runners up. 

Bruce Miller showed his keenness by ac
cumulating only 9 circles, the fewest in the flight. 

BACK ROW' B. Smith, M . Potvin, D. Weger, T. Holden, J. Holden, J. Knapik, D . little, M . Kenneally, P. Hernen. 
MIDDLE ROW: S. Sorokowski, S. Spence, S. Whitley, G. Fedderly, C. Semeniuk, T. Endicott, R. Ross, J. Stacey, M . 
Armstrong. FRONT ROW: D. Hamilton, B. Miller, W . Read, G. Sinclair, K. Greenwood, A. Knightley, M . Parker, S. 
Moors, D. Himmelman, D. Kanz, S. Maddison, R. Atwood, P. Hancox. 
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TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: A distinguished flight on the 
Croquet Lawn next to the Castle. Number 99 'Darren 
Gretsky Rich' and Champlain Flight battle during an 1M 

Broomball game. More action from the Broomball 
Game. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Champ Flight se

cond years. A formal picture of Champlain Flight. 



Cham ain Flight 

, 

BACK ROW: B. Seufert, J. Corkum, C. Moore, R. Malone, J. Graham, D . Woodworth . MIDDLE ROW: W . Little, P. 
Williams, J. Weaven, B. April, M . Elderfield, G. Balombin, E. Ronning, B. McGee, G. Matte, B. Eklund. FRONT ROW: 
W . Aubry, P. Schmidt, B. Fournier, J. VanGelder, S. Mcintyre, D. Rich, M . Beaudette, S. Kooistra, J. Madower, K. 
Yamashita, S. Tracey . 
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BACK ROW: R. Eccles, D . Skene, C. Egett, S. McVicar, C. lamarr, I. Juriet, D . Robinson, S. Wallenburg, S. Johnston, 
B. Henderson, G. Sinclair. MIDDLE ROW: P. Schultz, H. Ferguson, D . Maclean, B. laFreniere, D . Emrich, R. Hafer, J. 

Hutcheson, W . Knorr, R. Reeves, K. Steele, R. Harvey, S. Carruthers. FRONT ROW: C. Berryman, J. Foster, N. Mac-
Donald, B. Anderson, J. Collin, P. Brinkhurst, K. Ketallapper, T. Parkinson, F. Bigelow, D . Smith, D . Campbell, D . 

Constable, S. Ross. 



MacKenzie Flight 

The new Mack Flighters arrived fresh from 
six weeks of Chilliwack. They soon learned 
the ways of the world under the able tutelage 
of Fred, Roger, Dan and Randy. At times Sinc 
lent a helping hand. The rooks in turn 
responded in the accepted way of showing 
affection: they invited the barmen for a swim 
in the pond. An element of, 'consideration for 
their superiors" (i .e. brow ness), was 
demonstrated by the juniors. When it was 
learned that the new squadron commander 
was an artillery captain, they gave him his own 
cannons. When the fourth years had their 100 
day party the rooks moved the appropriate 
beds into the QM Lobby. This was so that the 
fourth years would not have to crawl up the 
stairs when they returned. 

Mack Flight was the base for new Unclean 
College Language (UCL). Thanks go out to 
Stymie and Slav. Mack Flight also had 
representation in the real UCL. 

The Wing's most famous (or infamous 
depending on where you were standing) 
combustion engine resided in Mack Flight. 
Another member of the flight was noted for 
his journey into deepest Papua New Guinea. 

An otherwise good year was marred by the 
unfortunate accident to our very good friend 
Ian Doll. Mack Flight sends its sincerest wishes 
to Ian. 
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A new breed of men have swept the face 
of the earth. An elite contigency of leaders 

have culminated and are preparing themselves 
to mold the future. 

Unigue qualities abound amongst these 
chosen few. They are capable of addressing a 

gruelling establishment and transcending it. 
Adversaries feign equality, the odd resolved 

insurgent struggles to prevail within the ranks 
of the predominate natural hierarchy, but 

eventually, inevitable progression moderates. 
Don Juan, Cassonova, the established cover 

and are shamed in their presence. First in love, 
first in life, they purge forward . Masters of the 

universe. 
A HUDSTUD is the epitomy of 

embodiment. 



Hudson Flight 

BACK ROW: D. Belovich, P. Munro, M. Lloyd, D. Dakin, G. Wight, R. Zeudker, K. Shipley. MIDDLE ROW: D. 
Mulders, A. Bryan, A. Eliason, E. Murray, J. Herschy, J. Brett, L. Embleton, M . Bimm. FRONT ROW: J. Campbell, D. 
Milner, P. Cyr, H. Agostino, M . Elderfield, P. Chalmers, F. Moger, P. Maclean, B. Thirnbeck, R. Myrah, C. Smith, C. 
Murray. 
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BACK ROW: P. Rechner, C. Bessler, T. White, C. Pogue, R. M cCiullen, S. Ladouger, M . Ross, A. Mech, R. 
Christensen, J. Price. MIDDLE ROW: J. Dempster, R. German, M . Audet, G. Miller, D . Moloney, K. Moore, N. Bell, 
D . Gorth, L. Lough, J. Adams, A. Fenton, C. King. FRONT ROW: S. Craig, G. Vereshagin, M . Mawson, T. Crewe, J. 
Oliphant, R. Corradini, D . Woywitka, M . Sharon, S. Kerr, J. Campbell , P. Todd, D. Morley, D. Cameron, D . Hirter. 



Lasalle . 
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